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Abstract
The vast majority of advances in deep neural network research operate on the basis of a real-
valued weight space. Recent work in alternative spaces have challenged and complemented
this idea; for instance, the use of complex- or binary-valued weights have yielded promising
and fascinating results. We propose a framework for a novel weight space consisting of vector
values which we christen VectorNet. We first develop the theoretical foundations of our pro-
posed approach, including formalizing the requisite theory for forward and backpropagating
values in a vector-weighted layer. We also introduce the concept of expansion and aggrega-
tion functions for conversion between real and vector values. These contributions enable the
seamless integration of vector-weighted layers with conventional layers, resulting in network
architectures exhibiting height in addition to width and depth, and consequently models
which we might be inclined to call tall learning. As a means of evaluating its effect on model
performance, we apply our framework on top of three neural network architectural families—
the multilayer perceptron (MLP), convolutional neural network (CNN), and directed acyclic
graph neural network (DAG-NN)—trained over multiple classic machine learning and image
classification benchmarks. We also consider evolutionary algorithms for performing neural
architecture search over the new hyperparameters introduced by our framework. Lastly, we
solidify the case for the utility of our contributions by implementing our approach on real-
world data in the domains of mental illness diagnosis and static malware detection, achieving
state-of-the-art results in both. Our implementations are made publicly available to drive
further investigation into the exciting potential of VectorNet.
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Few technologies, if any, capture more of humanity’s interest and imagination than artificial
intelligence. In a sense, the pursuit of intelligent machines of our own design is one of
the greatest ambitions we as thinking beings can hope to achieve—the ability to use our
intelligence to create intelligence. As we have grappled with this monumental task, we have
also been forced to confront monumental questions. Perhaps the most foundational: what
does it mean to be intelligent? To say that we have succeeded in creating intelligence, we
need to be able to answer this question. But the answer is not so clear cut, as Legg and
Hutter brilliantly point out in [1]. The authors include 70-some-odd definitions compiled
from dictionaries and the writings of psychologists and computer scientists, with much in
common but little in unison. With respect to a machine’s capacity for intelligence, Turing of
course preferred to answer this question with a different question [2]: can a computer imitate
a human? Or more precisely, can a computer exhibit behavior indistinguishable from that
of a human? With his formulation, Turing offered a fundamentally different perspective on
the task at hand. The Turing test encourages a more human-centric approach to artificial
intelligence; we want a machine to think like us. But how do we think?
The brain is composed of an incredibly complex and dense network of billions of neurons,
interacting and cooperating to engineer our consciousness. Given Turing’s interpretation of
intelligence, it is far from a surprise that researchers would look to the human brain for inspi-
ration. From this line of thought, the neural network was born. Research on neuron-inspired
systems has persisted and thrived to this day. The emergence of the deep neural network
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(DNN) and the field of deep learning have all but captured the attention of the modern
artificial intelligence community, yielding state-of-the-art results in a multitude of learning
objectives. The advantage of such models lies in their unparalleled capacity to uncover
and leverage subtle relationships in data. The path forward and toward more intelligent
computation appears to have been forged.
Part of the allure of neural networks is the simultaneous simplicity and complexity of their
design. The neuron is the basic building block, but by composition of neurons, networks of all
shapes and sizes can be assembled. The highly configurable and modular nature of the DNN
has lent itself to a surge of research devoted to the discovery of configurations that produce
the most outstanding results. Consider for instance the advent of the convolutional neural
network (CNN) [3], which revolutionized the field of computer vision. Recent advances such
as ResNets [4], HighwayNets [5], and DenseNets [6] provide further intuition into the types
of architectures amenable to improved learning. Meanwhile, the tuning of various other
hyperparameters and factors such as learning rate, optimization algorithms, and activation
functions continue to attract interest. In essence, every aspect of deep neural networks is
liable to be questioned, examined, and reimagined.
One such aspect of particular interest is so foundational to the neural network that it
is easily overlooked. We refer to the weight space of the network: that is, the domain of
values for which weights are allowed to occupy. The employment of real-valued weights is
an obvious choice, inherited from the founding of the field and with various theoretical and
practical reasons for doing so. However, contemporary work has begun to challenge this
idea and offer alternatives, arriving at intriguing results. Alternative weight spaces include
complex [7, 8], binary [9], and ternary [10] values, with each offering unique advantages.
Weight spaces have a transformative impact on the landscape of the network’s parameter




This dissertation introduces VectorNet, a novel framework featuring weights in the vector
space. Vectors have many beneficial properties in the context of deep neural networks. They
encode a higher representational space than real values. They can be transformed to and
from the real value space. And they exhibit many of the behaviors of ensembles, which
have been shown to benefit learning and generalization abilities. This is an exciting but
unexplored frontier, and as such, we conduct an in-depth investigation into the capabilities
of vector-weighted neural networks. Bringing this concept into actuality demands a number
of significant contributions. The theory for networks in the vector weight space must be
defined. Vector-weighted deep neural networks must be implemented on various architectures
and evaluated against datasets over various domains. In addition, the introduction of new
hyperparameters from the framework opens new avenues for structure optimization and
should be dutifully addressed. For clarity, we enumerate the contributions of our work as
follows:
1. We develop the necessary mathematics for the forward and backward passes of a layer
in the vector weight space.
2. We propose a mechanism for transforming real values into vector values and vice
versa—which we term expansion and aggregation functions, respectively—that enable
vector-weighted layers to be inserted into a real-valued DNN.
3. We contrast VectorNet with the notion of the ensemble model, illustrating the increased
flexibility, generalization, and integration offered by VectorNet.
4. We implement vector-weighted networks over three architectural families in multilayer
perceptrons, convolutional neural networks, and directed acyclic graph neural networks,
and compare their performance against baselines over benchmark datasets.
5. We describe approaches to neural architecture search over the new hyperparameters
by systematic manipulation of vector height, expansion functions, and aggregation
functions.
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6. We apply our framework to consequential real-world datasets, including diagnosis of
mental illness and static malware detection.
7. We make the extensive collection of modules and tools developed as part of this dis-
sertation available to the community for further exploration.
We have established a compelling case for the value of vector-space networks from these
comprehensive investigations, and in doing so, have also identified a number of broader im-
plications of our work to the artificial intelligence community in toto. The generalization and
integration of ensemble model behavior exhibited by VectorNet reinforces the notion that
two (or more) heads work better than one, in machine intelligence as in human intelligence,
and encourages more inquiry into cooperative machine learning strategies. And the concep-
tual representation of VectorNet can be understood as adding another dimension to a deep
neural network’s architecture in the form of height, expressible as tall learning : a concept
certain to attract further discussion. We suspect that the findings laid out here open many
doors to further rewarding research and discoveries.
1.2 Outline
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we conduct a survey
of relevant work to the proposed dissertation, covering deep neural network architectures and
hyperparameters, alternative weight spaces, ensemble models, and neural architecture search.
Chapter 3 entails a focused and systematic excogitation of the theory behind networks in the
vector weight space, while Chapter 4 details the application of that theory to various classes
of neural network architectures. Chapter 5 formalizes the hyperparameters introduced by
our framework, proposing and evaluating a novel evolutionary algorithm for optimizing those
hyperparameters. We apply the sum of our contributions to a pair of case studies in Chapter




Our inspiration behind the concept of vector-weighted deep neural network has its origins
in a rich diversity of prior research. As we touched upon in the introduction, the study of
deep neural networks is largely characterized by a willingness to challenge all facets and as-
sumptions regarding a network and its training. From this perspective, the vector-weighted
DNN is no exception, and arises from an understanding of the neural network parameter
space as a variable to be explored and played with. At the same time, we credit work on
ensemble learning, in which the learning capacity of multiple models are consolidated to pro-
duce more accurate predictions—a notion which has a particularly intriguing relationship
with our vector-space framework. Furthermore, the subdomains of hyperparameter opti-
mization and neural architecture search are highly relevant. They complement the study
of novel neural network hyperparameters by concerning methods for automating the tuning
of those hyperparameters, and correspondingly, we find ourselves with the responsibility to
develop automated tuning strategies for the novelties we have conceived. In this chapter, we
embark on a methodical tour of the foundational developments that led to the inception of
VectorNet and the key research which enabled us to intelligently develop the substance of
this dissertation.
2.1 Network Architectures: Origins and Advancements
The genesis of the neural network can be traced to the formulation of the artificial neuron in
McCulloch and Pitts’ 1943 seminal paper [11]. The beauty of the neuron lies in its infinitely
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composable nature, from which limitless potential architectures can arise. This property
has ensured that the configuration of deep neural nets remains a principal area of interest
in contemporary research. Advancements in architectures are an archetypal instance of the
“standing on the shoulders of giants” adage, having been driven by previous contributions,
application domains, and the limits (and subsequent relaxations thereof) of computational
power.
Perhaps the most recognizable such advancement is the convolutional neural network
(CNN) as conceived by Fukushima [12] and popularized by LeCun et al. [3]. Convolutional
neural nets exploit the spatial locality inherent in visual data by employing weight sharing,
simultaneously reducing the number of parameters relative to a traditional fully-connected
DNN. Superhuman performance in conjunction with efficient GPU training [13, 14] have
promoted CNNs to the forefront of computer vision research [15], obtaining state-of-the-
art results in various learning tasks including image classification [16], upscaling [17], and
coloring [18]. Moreover, they serve as the basis of network architectures used for object
recognition such as the region-based convolutional network (R-CNN) [19], Fast R-CNN [20],
Faster R-CNN [21], and YOLO [22], and have also found success in extra-domain applications
including audio classification [23] and sentence classification [24].
Recent work continues to extend and test the limits of the fundamental CNN architec-
ture. He et al. [4] and Srivastava et al. [5] introduced residual neural networks (ResNets) and
highway networks, respectively, to better train extremely deep neural networks via shortcut
connections. These contributions enabled for the first time the effective training of net-
works exceeding 100 layers in depth, and eventually even 1000 layers [25]. Extending upon
the novelties presented by the aforementioned papers, Huang et al. [6] proposed densely
connected CNNs (DenseNets), conceived by connecting each layer to all subsequent layers.
The main challenge brought about by these increasingly capable but also increasingly com-
plex architectures is the time and computational cost involved to train and deploy such
models, complicating their deployment in mobile or real-time applications. Because of this,
advancements in the efficiency of architectures have also been pursued. For instance, naive
implementations of DenseNets are known to consume an exorbitant amount of memory. To
address this issue, Pleiss et al. [26] presented two memory efficient solutions, making possible
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the training of DenseNets with 14 million parameters on a single GPU. With further innova-
tion, Huang et al. [27] put forward a mobile-oriented variation of DenseNet befittingly called
CondenseNet. The authors noted the desirability of models which are parallelizable dur-
ing training and compact during testing, achieving this characteristic using learned grouped
convolutions.
2.2 Developments in Hyperparameters
While network topology plays a critical role in model performance and has attracted intense
research interest, it is far from the only facet of deep neural networks for which developments
have been made. Alongside the aforementioned notable contributions in network architec-
ture have been perennial advancements in hyperparameter selection and other auxiliary
settings associated with training deep networks. Consider the numerous following influential
contributions to various aspects of network structure and training:
• Activation functions. The rectified linear unit (ReLU) [28,29] was a pivotal discovery
which supplanted the sigmoid activation to become the most widely utilized hidden
layer activation function. More recent contributions with prevalence have included
parametric ReLU (PReLU) [30] and the exponential linear unit (ELU) [31]. Another
newer activation, Swish [32], was found using a search over a devised activation function
space and was found to perform favorably as a drop-in replacement to ReLU.
• Weight initialization. The task of selecting the initial weights on which to begin
training is often overlooked and commonly abstracted away by modern deep learning
libraries – a result of the established effectiveness of theoretically supported weight
initialization procedures proposed by Glorot and Bengio [33] and later He et al. [30].
• Optimization. There has been significant work on optimization algorithms with the
objective of surpassing the performance of standard stochastic gradient descent. The
most renowned contribution has been adaptive moment estimation, or Adam [34], while
newly introduced algorithms include Adafactor [35] and Adabound [36].
• Learning rate. Learning rate is a sensitive hyperparameter, and particular attention
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must be paid to its tuning. Smith [37] proposed cyclical learning rates to largely
eliminate the need for tuning by allowing the rate to vary within a defined range,
and later conceived a one-cycle policy with Topin [38] to accelerated training via a
phenomenon they term super-convergence.
2.3 Weight Spaces
As has been made abundantly clear, advancements in deep neural networks have emerged
from all directions. Even so, all previously acknowledged work—and indeed the overwhelm-
ing majority of neural network research—operates under the assumption of real-valued
weights. A growing body of work addresses the curious potential of utilizing alternative
weight spaces.
One such weight space is that of complex values. The origins of the complex-valued
neural net can be traced back to work by Nemoto and Kono [7] and Hirose [8] in 1992.
Jankowski et al. [39] applied complex-valued neurons to devise a form of neural associative
memory capable of storing and retrieving grayscale images. Applications of complex-valued
weight spaces to deep convolutional neural networks have cropped up as of late; Tygert et
al. [40] present the mathematical rationale behind complex-valued CNNs, while work from
Trabelsi et al. [41] and Guberman [42] have provided competitive experimental results on
image classification benchmarks while identifying beneficial characteristics such as greater
resistance to overfitting.
Another weight space recently introduced to the field are binary neural networks (BNNs)
[9], where weights and activations are constrained to {+1,−1}. Compelling practical mo-
tivations for employing BNNs exist; weights can be represented by a single bit rather than
a 32-bit floating point value, enabling bitwise computations. These adaptations greatly
reduce computational complexity and are particularly suited for low power devices. Imple-
mentations of binarized neural network have achieved near state-of-the-art performance on
multiple benchmarks [9, 43]. An extension to BNNs, XNOR-Nets [44] take the additional
step of approximating inputs with binary values to the tune of further improved perfor-
mance. Meanwhile, ternary weight networks (TWNs) [10] expand the weight and activation
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space to {+1, 0,−1} with the intention of striking a balance between the memory efficiency
of BNNs and the representational power of full-precision nets. Experimental results indicate
TWNs obtain better performance than binary networks while keeping pace with real-valued
networks [10].
2.4 Ensemble Learning
Ensemble models leverage the learning capacity of a committee of constituent models [45,46].
They have been applied numerous times to DNNs, attaining exceptional results over various
learning objectives. Cireşan et al. [47] formalized the concept of ensemble neural networks as
a multi-column architecture, inspired by microcolumns of neurons in the brain. They devised
a multi-column deep convolutional neural network (MCDNN) and applied the technique
to image classification. When training a 35-column MCDNN on the MNIST dataset, the
authors obtained a .23% error rate: a notable improvement over the then state of the art.
Wan et al. [48] utilized a committee of 5 CNNs to further reduce this measure to .21%.
Ensembles continue to see heavy employment in recent work. Visual recognition competitions
are largely dominated by ensembles of networks, as was famously the case with an ensemble
of ResNets during the 2015 ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge [4].
Perhaps more curious are the ways in which ensemble learning is manifested implicitly
in individual models. For example, dropout [49] is a technique which mitigates overfitting
by zeroing out neurons stochastically during training and is understood to simulate the
simultaneous training of an ensemble of narrower networks [50]. In addition, Veit et al. [51]
illustrated the manner in which ResNets themselves, through the use of skip connections,
mimic ensembles of more shallow networks. Huang et al. [52] leveraged this knowledge to
create a training procedure for ResNets analogous to dropout which they term stochastic
depth, performed by dropping out ResNet layers at random during training. These results
provide compelling evidence for the intrinsic value of ensembles and the critical role they
continue to serve.
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2.5 Architecture and Hyperparameter Search
As has been illustrated, the wealth of possibilities in terms of network structure and hyperpa-
rameter selection are staggering. Correspondingly, the optimization and tuning of neural net-
works have been well-studied, with many different approaches having been adopted. Because
the theory behind optimal configuration has not been sufficiently explored, most research
attempts to experimentally determine an optimal network configuration through search algo-
rithms. Of course, the abundance of architectural considerations, tunable hyperparameters,
and ancillary settings which define a neural network model create a massive optimization
search space to traverse. Techniques concerning non-architectural aspects such as learning
rate fall under the purview of hyperparameter optimization, while techniques involving net-
work topology—of particular relevance to this dissertation—are collectively known as neural
architecture search (NAS). Elsken et al. [53] and Wistuba et al. [54] conduct extensive sur-
veys on network architecture search (NAS) techniques that tackle this problem of interest.
The former categorize these strategies along three axes: search space, search strategy, and
performance estimation strategy. We dive deeper into these components below.
2.5.1 Search Spaces
The search space defines which architectures can be represented. There is latitude here on
the part of the practitioner; they may opt for a narrow search space to efficiently hone in
on known advantageous structures, or they may choose a broader search space with the po-
tential of uncovering novel topologies. The most straightforward search spaces include that
of standard model architectures such as multilayer perceptrons and convolutional networks,
involving the manipulation of the number and types of layers, node counts per layer, filter
sizes, strides, and so on. However, many important advances have come in this area as well.
A recent noteworthy contribution is NASNet [55]. Its key contribution is the development of
the “NASNet search space” which enables efficient architecture search over smaller datasets
and transferability to larger ones. Employing this strategy, a NASNet found on CIFAR-10
and transferred to ImageNet achieved state-of-the-art accuracy on both datasets. A promi-
nent example of a finer-grained search space is the concept of directed acyclic graph neural
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networks (DAG-NNs). DAG-NNs are a generalized representation of a network at the neu-
ronal level, allowing for arbitrary feedforward connections. Yang and Ramanan [56] applied
a DAG architecture to CNNs, obtaining exceptional accuracy with image classification tasks.
2.5.2 Search Strategies
The search strategy is the algorithm used to traverse the search space and is the predomi-
nant component of neural architecture search. Elsken highlights the importance of balance
between exploration and exploitation, as it is desirable to find high-performing architectures
quickly, but not prematurely (i.e., convergence to suboptimal solutions). As long as de-
velopments in architectures have been made, so too have strategies been proposed for the
optimization thereof. Among the earliest contributions was Mezard and Nadal’s constructive
tiling algorithm [57], which sequentially adds layers and nodes until convergence. Later, Do-
ering et al. [58] presented an algorithm for architecture optimization utilizing the A* search
algorithm, finding success when applied to the Pima Indians dataset. Other search strategies
have come from Ihme et al. [59], who used a pattern search and applied it to chemical systems
approximation, and Yang et al. [60], who developed another algorithm based on the concept
of sparse representation pruning (SRP) particularly tailored to large dataset applications.
In a departure from most approaches, Shirakawa et al. [61] utilized a probability distribution
to generate neural network structures and optimized the parameters of the probability dis-
tribution rather than that of the structure, adopting an indirect and more computationally
efficient strategy for structure optimization. A cutting edge development comes from Real et
al. [62], who employ a variant of evolutionary algorithms called regularized evolution which
modifies the tournament selection operator to favor newer individuals. Searching over the
NASNet space from [55], they evolved AmoebaNet-A, which established a new state of the
art on ImageNet.
DAG-NNs are particularly receptive to evolutionary search strategies for structure op-
timization. Perhaps the most well-known contribution to this area is Stanley and Miikku-
lainen’s Neuroevolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) [63], a genetic algorithm for
evolving complex, fluid network topologies from an initial population of simple structures.
A recent extension to NEAT is CoDeepNEAT [64], a framework which co-evolves network
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modules, topologies, and hyperparameters. The authors took the additional step of extend-
ing their approach to recurrent neural networks by evolving its component LSTM nodes.
Experiments on an image captioning problem determined that their approach outperformed
baseline methods in RNN applications. Using similar principles, Shinozaki and Watan-
abe [65] developed a pair of algorithms for network topology optimization of DAG-NNs with
a specific interest in speech processing applications. They utilized both a classic genetic
algorithm [66] as well as a covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) [67].
Husken et al. [68] adopted another evolutionary approach in the form of a covariance ma-
trix adaptation strategy described in [69], empirically finding their structure optimization
method yields models with better performance than that of a standard fully connected neural
network.
2.5.3 Performance Estimation Strategies
Performance estimation strategies define the method in which prospective solutions are eval-
uated. Because deep neural networks are expensive to train, it is often computationally
infeasible to fully train every candidate. Rather, model capability must be estimated. This
can be accomplished by abridging or accelerating the training process. For instance, lower-
fidelity approximations of the training procedure can be employed such as training on fewer
epochs [55, 70], a subset of the data [71], or lower-resolution images [72]. Alternate strate-
gies include extrapolation of the learning curve [73] or kickstarting training with weights
imported from previous or parent models [74,75].
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Chapter 3
Theory of Vector-Weighted Layers
In a conventional deep neural network, the inputs, weights, and biases are real-valued. In this
chapter, we consider a deep neural network with these values in the vector space. This work
provides the foundational mathematics and theory behind the implementation of VectorNet
architectures performed in Chapter 4, neural architecture search over the VectorNet search
space in Chapter 5, and applications of VectorNet toward real-world case studies in Chap-
ter 6. Specifically, we introduce the concept of a layer consisting of vector-valued inputs,
weights, and biases with some k components. We demonstrate the procedure for forward
propagation of inputs and the feasibility of training via backpropagation. With these mathe-
matics established, we pave the way for composition of vector-valued layers into a multilayer
VectorNet. We also propose the notion of expansion and aggregation functions which de-
scribe the manner by which values in the real space can be transformed to and from values
in the vector space, enabling practitioners to (1) handle real-valued inputs and outputs and
(2) integrate VectorNet layers or compositions thereof into or on top of conventional neural
networks. A discussion of the relationship between VectorNet and ensemble approaches is
included as well.
3.1 Definitions
Before we delve into the forward and backpropagation, let us first give a handful of essential
definitions and notation for VectorNet.
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• Let ~h(l) represent the vector of layer input vectors such that ~h(l) = 〈h(l)1 , h
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Each weight component is a vector denoted by two indices, the first corresponding to
the output node and the second corresponding to the input node. Thus, W (l) is an
(n(l) ×m(l)) dimensional matrix.
We also define the cost function C for vector values. Let ~y denote a ground truth vector







where p is the training batch size. There is a wide array of cost functions employable in





‖~y − ~yp‖2, (3.1)
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In this section, we discuss the mechanisms behind the forward pass of a vector-weighted
network. Forward propagation functions similarly to that of a standard neural network,
with the key difference being the propagation of vectors rather than scalars.
We define our forward propagation model to be:
~w11  ~h1 + ~w12  ~h2 + . . .+ ~w1m  ~hm +~b1 = ~z1
~w21  ~h1 + ~w22  ~h2 + . . .+ ~w2m  ~hm +~b2 = ~z2
...
~wn1  ~h1 + ~wn2  ~h2 + . . .+ ~wnm  ~hm +~bn = ~zn
,
where  denotes the Hadamard product (element-wise multiplication). We can rewrite the
above system into matrix form as:






























where  denotes the dot product of two matrices with the Hadamard product instead of
typical multiplication between elements, which we informally refer to as the Hadadot product.




Prior to discussing backpropagation in a vector-weighted context, we need to establish some
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with 1 ≤ t ≤ k and 1 ≤ i ≤ m.








where f(·) is the activation function.
In addition, we need to give a handful of definitions for the derivative operator for a
scalar function by (1) a vector and (2) a matrix.
Definition 3.3.1. Let y be a scalar function and ~v = 〈v1, v2, . . . , vn〉T be an n-dimensional














In other words, ∂y
∂~v
denotes the component-wise partial derivative.
The following definition for the derivative of a scalar function by a matrix uses definition
3.3.1.
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Definition 3.3.2. Let y be a scalar function and
V =

~v11 ~v12 . . . ~v1m




~vn1 ~vn2 . . . ~vnm






























Each entry of ∂y
∂V
can be calculated using Definition 3.3.1.
Now we will illustrate backpropagation for VectorNet by following a similar procedure as


































































































































































































Here, f ′(·) is the derivative of the activation function. Lastly, the partial derivative of the


























































. We can now write (3.5) as:
∂C
∂W (l)
= ~δ(l+1)(~h(l))T . (3.12)
We then obtain the weighted addition of the errors during the backpropagation step:
δ(l)m = ((W
(l))Tδ(l+1)  f ′(z(l)m ). (3.13)
Therefore, the error propagation is modeled by:








which can be utilized to update the weights, for instance by way of gradient descent:
W (l) = W (l) − α( 1
m
∆W (l)) (3.15)
~b(l) = ~b(l) − α( 1
m
∆~b(l)),
where α is the learning rate.
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3.4 Weight Space Conversion
A valuable property of values in the vector space is the ability to readily transform to and
from real values, for which there exists a rich diversity of functions. The consequence of this
observation is that vector-weighted layers can coexist with typical real-valued layers, so long
as these transformations are defined. To this end, we define two complementary classes of
transformations, which we term expansion and aggregation functions. Figure 3.1 illustrates
the insertion of a vector-weighted layer into a conventional network via these two function
classes.
EXPANSION AGGREGATION
Figure 3.1: A neural network with a VectorNet layer (k = 3)
3.4.1 Expansion
The purpose of expansion functions is to mutate a real value into a vector value. Expansion
is performed prior to a VectorNet layer, either following the input layer (being that inputs are
typically real values) or a real-valued layer. We can succinctly define a function of this nature
as E : R→ Rk. The selection of an expansion function can be regarded as a hyperparameter
to be tuned, although a handful of practical candidates come to mind.
• Identity expansion:
Eid(a) = 〈a, a, ..., a〉.
In other words, Eid transforms an input into a k-dimensional vector with each compo-
nent equal to the input. This is the most straightforward transformation and may be
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regarded as the default expansion function.











This variant preserves input magnitude, producing a k-dimensional vector with an l2
distance equal to |a|.
• Arbitrary transform expansion:
Ef (a) = 〈f1(a), f2(a), . . . , fk(a)〉.
This expansion encodes k individual R→ R mappings, allowing for flexibility to intro-
duce various practical transformations as desired.
3.4.2 Aggregation
Aggregation functions mutate vector values into real values. As such, they are performed
following the final layer of a network (when outputs are expected to be real-valued) or at
the transition to a real-valued layer. We define this operation as A : Rk → R. Aggregation
can be thought of as providing a summary of the vector component values. Any Rk → R
mapping can be used, although a number of intuitive functions exist:
• Mean, denoted by Amean. The vector mean is the most obvious candidate for aggre-
gation. In addition, it serves as the inverse operation to the identity expansion (i.e.,
mean(Eid(a)) = a).
• l2-norm, denoted by Al2 . A worthy alternative, the Euclidean norm is arguably more
consistent with a vector interpretation. It is the inverse of the normalized identity
expansion (‖Enid(a)‖2 = |a|).
3.5 Comparison with Ensemble Approaches
Combining the learning power of multiple models is a time-honored technique often used
to great effect. A curious consequence of the specific vector mathematics developed in
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this dissertation is that VectorNet exhibits characteristics of ensembles. Specifically, a full
k-dimensional VectorNet behaves like an ensemble of k models. Perhaps a clear distinguish-
ing feature is that ensembles are classically trained individually and then averaged during
prediction, while VectorNet is trained as a single model. Nonetheless, there are well-known
instances of simultaneous ensemble training [76]. Instead we find that VectorNet provides
two valuable contributions in the context of neural network ensembles: generalization and
integration.
The notion of vector-weighted layers inserted into a conventional network is not replicable
by a typical ensemble. The effect of such layers, combined with expansion and aggregation
functions, is finer granularity of control—a generalization of the neural network ensemble.
VectorNet enables ensemble-like behavior on a layer-level basis, permitting different values of
k within the same model and flexibility for mid-network transformations. In the same way,
VectorNet models provide an integrated interpretation of an ensemble as a single model. The
typical representation of several separate networks collapses into a dimension of a unified
network, and k becomes the length of that dimension. Figure 3.1 well illustrates this concept;
in addition to network depth and width, VectorNets exhibit height. One might be inclined




In the previous chapter, we were concerned chiefly with the development of the theory
behind vector-weighted networks on a layer-to-layer basis. We illustrated the manner—
and elegance—with which forward and backpropagation can operate on vector values and
weights at the layer level. This theory is foundational to the application of VectorNet to
deep neural network architectures; the composition of layers which is elemental to a variety
of architectures enables us to extend our theory with great flexibility. Because of this, we
have the capability and the responsibility to apply VectorNet to various network structures.
To have an accurate gauge of the impact on performance granted by our vector weight
paradigm, we devote this chapter to the implementation and analysis of vectorized variants
of three classes of architectures: multilayer perceptrons, convolutional neural networks, and
directed acyclic graph neural networks.
4.1 Benchmark Datasets
To aid our analysis, we evaluate our models over a wide array of datasets representing con-
siderable diversity in domain, size, and objective. The architectures explored in this chapter
are tailored to different purposes. For instance, directed acyclic graph neural networks are
well-suited for compact datasets while convolutional neural networks are by design excep-
tionally receptive to image data. We accommodate this by selecting six classic machine
learning benchmarks and six computer vision benchmarks. The basic characteristics of each
dataset are presented in Table 4.1 and are elaborated on in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.
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Table 4.1: Benchmark dataset characteristics
Dataset Features Instances Learning Objective
Machine Learning
Pima Indians Diabetes 8 768 Binary Classification
Air Quality 12 7674 Regression
Frog Calls 22 7195 Multiclass Classification
Abalone 10 4177 Regression
White Wine Quality 11 4898 Regression
Heart Disease 13 297 Binary Classification
Computer Vision
MNIST 784 (28 × 28 × 1) 70000 Multiclass Classification
Fashion-MNIST 784 (28 × 28 × 1) 70000 Multiclass Classification
Kuzushiji-MNIST 784 (28 × 28 × 1) 70000 Multiclass Classification
SVHN 3072 (32 × 32 × 3) 99290 Multiclass Classification
CIFAR-10 3072 (32 × 32 × 3) 60000 Multiclass Classification
STL-10 27648 (96 × 96 × 3) 13000 Multiclass Classification
4.1.1 Machine Learning Benchmarks
Pima Indians Diabetes (PI) Pima Indians Diabetes is a dataset that challenges algo-
rithms to predict the presence or absence of diabetes in 768 women based on eight medical
characteristics—a binary classification task. The dataset is a well-known benchmark in the
machine learning community and has been the subject of extensive research. Using a general
regression neural network (GRNN), Kayaer and Yildirim [77] obtained 80.21% test accuracy
on this dataset.
Air Quality (AQ) The Air Quality dataset [78] is a regression task for predicting carbon
monoxide concentration in an Italian city utilizing readings from a gas sensor and other
meteorological metrics. A number of missing values are present in the dataset, labeled with
the value -200. We removed data instances with a missing output value as those have little
use as training examples.
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Frog Calls (FC) This dataset [79] contains processed audio data for frog calls belonging
to 60 frogs encompassing multiple taxonomic families, genera, and species, presenting several
potential multiclass classification tasks. For the purposes of our experiments, we sought to
predict the family, a 4-class classification problem with unbalanced classes.
Abalone (AB) This dataset [80] [81] contains physical measurements for over four thou-
sand abalone. Algorithms are challenged to use these measurements in lieu of an exact
but time-consuming method for determining abalone age. The ordinal nature of the output
variable led us to regard the learning objective as a regression task. The dataset contains a
categorical variable which we one-hot encoded, yielding in effect 10 features.
White Wine Quality (WQ) White Wine Quality [82] tasks models to assess the quality
of white wine samples on a 0-10 scale based on physicochemical tests, using ratings from wine
experts as ground truth. Similarly to Abalone, we chose to treat the dataset as a regression
task based on the ordinal nature of the target variable.
Heart Disease (HD) The Heart Disease dataset [83] contains medical characteristics
used to predict the presence of heart disease in individuals. Following the precedent set by
previous studies, only the Cleveland subset was used, and the absence (output label 0) or
presence (output labels 1-4) of heart disease was predicted, presenting a binary classification
task. In addition, six instances containing incomplete data were removed.
4.1.2 Computer Vision Benchmarks
MNIST, FMNIST, and KMNIST The MNIST dataset [3] consists of 70,000 grayscale
images of handwritten digits at a size of 28 × 28, partitioned into training and testing
sets of 60,000 and 10,000, respectively. MNIST is a comparatively easy learning objective.
Accordingly, in contemporary research it has been relegated primarily to use as a sanity
test for model viability. However, because of the ubiquity of the dataset, a handful of drop-
in replacements have been curated to provide greater challenge. Two such benchmarks are
Fashion-MNIST [84] for articles of clothing and Kuzushiji-MNIST [85] for Japanese hiragana
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characters. These collections feature the same image size and dataset size as MNIST.
SVHN Street View House Numbers [86] is a digit recognition dataset in a similar vein
to MNIST, but instead sourced from house number signage. It consists of 73,257 training
images and 26,032 testing images, depicting digits in color and 32 × 32 resolution.
CIFAR-10 CIFAR-10 [87] contains 50,000 training images and 10,000 testing images in 10
classes and color 32 × 32 format. To gauge the effects of data augmentation, we produced
two variants of this benchmark: one with data augmentation and one without. The data-
augmented version involved random 32 × 32 crops of 4-pixel paddings and horizontal flips
with 50% probability on the training set and is denoted as CIFAR-10+.
STL-10 The STL-10 dataset [88] contains 5,000 96 × 96 training images in 10 classes,
with an accompanying 8,000 images for testing. Also included are a hundred thousand
unlabeled instances. The training set alone is impractically small for supervised learning,
and consequently STL-10 is typically used for semi-supervised models that can leverage the
supplemental data. Nonetheless, we find it useful as an additional evaluation of VectorNet on
larger images. Similar to CIFAR-10, we generated a variant dataset with data augmentation
performed. We padded training images with 12 pixels on each side and extracted a random
96 × 96 crop while also performing horizontal flips with 50% probability. This variation is
referred to as STL-10+.
4.2 Vector-Weighted Multilayer Perceptrons
The multilayer perceptron is the most fundamental variety of feedforward neural networks,
constructed by the repeated composition of fully-connected layers as defined in Chapter
3. Adopting the notation described therein, we can succinctly represent an MLP model
recursively as follows:





where ~h(0) is the input vector of vectors. To underscore the nature of the recurrence, ~h(l) is
redefined above to correspond to the output of the lth layer rather than the input. In other
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Figure 4.1: Implementation of LinearVector
1 class LinearVector(nn.Module):
2
3 def __init__(self, in_features, out_features, height):
4 super(LinearVector, self).__init__()
5 self.in_features = in_features
6 self.out_features = out_features
7 self.height = height
8 self.params = nn.ModuleList(nn.Linear(in_features,
out_features) for i in range(self.height))↪→
9
10 def forward(self, input):
11 return
torch.cat([*[self.params[n](input[:,:,n]).unsqueeze(-1)
for n in range(self.height)]], -1)
↪→
↪→
words, ~h(l) as defined in Chapter 3 to indicate the input to layer l is denoted here as ~h(l−1)
to indicate the output of layer l − 1.
4.2.1 Implementation
We developed a Python module for implementing vector-valued multilayer perceptrons with
the PyTorch framework [89]. PyTorch provides layer-level abstraction of the construction of
deep neural networks, enabling practitioners to define the components of their model and
the manner in which those components interact during forward propagation. In addition, it
utilizes automatic differentiation to eliminate the need for explicit programmer-end compu-
tation of backpropagation. Therefore, in order to actualize vector-space MLPs within this
framework, we needed to implement the layers and components introduced by VectorNet.
In PyTorch, the elementary layer for a multilayer perceptron is the Linear layer, which
computes the pre-activation component z of forward propagation (i.e., Wh+ b). Thus, we
needed to construct a vector-weighted variant of this layer which we termed LinearVector.
The source code for this layer is presented in Figure 4.1. Essentially, LinearVector is a
wrapper class which manages component-wise forward propagation of the input vectors. It
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is parameterized similarly to Linear but with the addition of the vector height.
Figure 4.2: Implementation of Expand and Aggregate
1 class Expand(nn.Module):
2
3 def __init__(self, height, lmb_list=None):
4 super(Expand, self).__init__()
5 self.height = height
6 self.lmb_list = lmb_list
7
8 def forward(self, input):
9 if self.lmb_list == None:
10 return input.unsqueeze(-1).repeat(*([1] * input.dim()),
self.height)↪→
11 else:





16 def __init__(self, lmb):
17 super(Aggregate, self).__init__()
18 self.lmb = lmb
19
20 def forward(self, input):
21 return self.lmb(input)
In addition to LinearVector, we also needed to provide tools to facilitate expansion
and aggregation between the real and vector space. When we initially proposed these two
classes of functions, we opined that selecting specific such functions was the prerogative of
the practitioner and that there is considerably diversity in functions that might be appro-
priate for any given task. Therefore, rather than hard-coding any particular expansions or
aggregations, we decided upon allowing practitioners to specify these functions by passing
in lambda expressions. Observe Figure 4.2, which contains the source code for these two
components. As can be observed, Aggregate applies the passed lambda to inputs, while
Expand accepts and applies a list of lambdas of length height corresponding to R → R
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Figure 4.3: Use of our implementation to build a VectorNet multilayer perceptron
1 import torch
2 import torch.nn as nn




7 def __init__(self, in_size, out_size, height, exp_fct, agg_fct):
8 super(Model, self).__init__()
9 self.height = height
10 self.expand = vn.Expand(self.height, exp_fct)
11 self.linear1 = vn.LinearVector(in_size, 64,
height=self.height)↪→
12 self.linear2 = vn.LinearVector(64, out_size,
height=self.height)↪→
13 self.aggregate = vn.Aggregate(agg_fct)
14
15 def forward(self, x):
16 x = x.view(x.shape[0], -1)
17 x = self.expand(x)
18 x = self.linear1(x).clamp(min=0)
19 x = self.linear2(x)
20 x = self.aggregate(x)
21 return x
22
23 height = 3
24 e_id = [lambda x: x] * 3
25 a_mean = lambda x: x.mean(dim=-1)
26
27 m = Model(784, 10, 3, e_id, a_mean)
transformations for height-many components. For clarity, we present Figure 4.3, which
demonstrates example usage of our module to specify a vector-weighted PyTorch model.
Here, a network with a single hidden layer is constructed for a task with 784 inputs and 10
outputs (the MNIST benchmark, perhaps). Identity expansion and mean aggregation are
defined in terms of lambda functions and passed into the model along with the vector height
of 3. For the complete source code hosted online, refer to Appendix B.
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4.2.2 Datasets
Having developed an implementation of VectorNet, we conduct a comprehensive set of exper-
iments to assess the utility of multilayer perceptrons in the vector space. In our experiments,
we evaluate on all six machine learning benchmarks—Pima Indians Diabetes, Air Quality,
Frog Calls, Abalone, White Wine Quality, and Heart Disease—and also on three computer
vision datasets—MNIST and its drop-in replacements FMNIST and KMNIST. Feature stan-
dardization was performed on the six machine learning benchmarks to mean 0 and standard
deviation 1. That is, for each Xi corresponding to the value for the ith instance at feature







with X denoting the mean of all values for feature X and σ(X) the standard deviation. For
the computer vision datasets, we used per-channel normalization to mean 0 and standard
deviation 1 instead. As can be inferred, this procedure is analogous to feature normaliza-
tion, but performed at the channel level. Color image datasets (SVHN, CIFAR-10, and
STL-10) have three channels corresponding to red, green, and blue pixel component val-
ues, while grayscale datasets (MNIST, FMNIST, and KMNIST) contain merely a single
intensity channel, meaning per-channel normalization is equivalent to dataset-wide normal-
ization. Specifically, for each C(i,j) corresponding to the value for the pixel at position (i, j)







with C and σ(C) denoting the mean and standard deviation of all values for channel C,
respectively.
4.2.3 Settings
In order to conduct a thorough evaluation of vector-weighted MLPs, we performed three
sets of experiments on three model configurations of varying width and depth. Our first,
relatively compact MLP consisted of two hidden layers of 32 and 16 nodes. In the second
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MLP configuration, we doubled the width of each hidden layer to 64 and 32 nodes. Lastly,
our third, deeper multilayer perceptron consisted of four hidden layers with 64, 32, 32, and
16 nodes each. We were also curious about the potential effects of dropout, opting to add a
dropout of 0.25 to each hidden layer in our deeper MLP.
All other aspects of the model configurations were equivalently set. The rectified linear
unit was used as the activation function for all hidden layers. The output activation and
loss function pairing were determined based on the learning objective; sigmoid and binary
cross-entropy were used for binary classification, softmax and categorical cross-entropy for
multiclass classification, and the networks for regression tasks were without a final activation
and applied mean squared error. Note that for the vector-weighted networks, the output
activations were applied post-aggregation. We initialized our weights according to He et
al. [30] and trained our networks for 300 epochs in batches of 128, minimizing cross-entropy
loss using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with Nesterov momentum of 0.9 and weight
decay of 10−4. The learning rate was initialized to 3×10−4 with a step decay of 10% applied
every 10 epochs.
VectorNet is a framework and is therefore highly adaptable. In order to thoroughly assess
its effectiveness, it would be ideal to perform experiments over a variety of configurations.
We identified two key parameters to adjust:
1. The height of the VectorNet layers k must be specified, for which we selected k ∈ {3, 5}.
2. The expansion/aggregation pair needs to be selected, for which we chose three alter-
natives: (Eid,Amean), (Enid,Al2), and (Ef ,Amean). Recall that Ef is defined as k R→ R
mappings. We took this opportunity to incorporate two common statistical transfor-
mations: a log and square root transform. A constant was added prior to applying the
transforms to eliminate negative values in accordance with standard practice. Identity
transformations occupied the remaining mappings.
Combination of these five distinct settings resulted in six potential VectorNet configurations,
evaluated on both model variants.
The machine learning benchmarks are relatively small and have no predefined train-test
splits. Because of this, by using any one particular train-test split for a dataset, we would
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have borne the risk of abnormalities in the split leading to a flawed or incomplete evaluation.
To address this, we performed 5-fold cross validation, partitioning the dataset into fifths and
alternately selecting one of the fifths to serve as a test set and the remainder to serve as
the training set. In contrast, the computer vision benchmarks have predefined splits, so no
additional processing was required. The highest post-epoch test accuracy was the metric
used to evaluate the performance of each configuration. The computation of accuracy is
dependent upon the learning objective. Consider a set of l examples containing m outputs
each, evaluated on a network n:
1. For a classification task with binary outputs, each output is rounded to 0 or 1 and












where δ is the Kronecker delta.















3. For a regression task, we consider a prediction to be correct if it is within some value






1 if |predicted[i][j]− actual[i][j]| < a0 else
l ×m
.
In our experiments, we set the value of a for regression tasks to .5 units. Considering the
datasets used for regression, this had the effect of rounding predictions to the nearest age or
score in the case of abalone age estimation and white wine quality evaluation.
A curious peculiarity arose when reviewing the experimental settings involving the in-
teraction of the Al2 aggregation function and model outputs. The l2 norm is a measure of
Euclidean distance, mapping Rk → R+. By producing only non-negative values, Al2 can
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cause complications if applied at the output layer of a neural network for a regression task
where outputs are permitted to be negative. For our regression datsets (Air Quality, Abalone,
and White Wine Quality), this proves to be a nonissue as particle concentrations, ages, and
numerical rating scales are all non-negative values. However, let us consider sigmoidal binary
classification as done for the Pima Indians Diabetes and Heart Disease benchmarks. The





Negative values are mapped to the range [0, .5) while non-negative values are mapped to
[.5, 1]. S(x) is interpreted as an estimate of probability of positive class membership (e.g.,
an individual has diabetes). Therefore, for some arbitrary l2 norm n, S(n) ≥ .5, meaning
positive class membership will always be predicted. A straightforward remedy for this is to
treat the learning objective as a two-label multiclass classification problem with two outputs,
softmax, and categorical cross-entropy employed. We used this strategy for our experiments
on Pima Indians Diabetes and Heart Disease when Al2 aggregation was performed.
We built our models according to the above specifications using PyTorch—and partic-
ularly our implementation of VectorNet on the framework—and ran the experiments on
NVIDIA Quadro RTX 8000 and Tesla K80 graphics processors.
4.2.4 Results
The experimental results can be observed in Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. For the machine
learning benchmarks for which 5-fold cross validation was performed, the mean of the ac-
curacies for the folds is reported along with the standard error of the mean (SEM). The
best-performing network(s) for each dataset per network variant is denoted in bold. Fur-
thermore, a comparison of learning curves with respect to test accuracy between the baselines
and the best-performing VectorNet configurations are illustrated in Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6.
For the machine learning benchmarks, the median of the five folds is depicted, and the
range between minimum and maximum accuracies among all folds for a configuration is also
displayed in partial transparency.
With a cursory glance, some quick determinations can be made of the results. Of the
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Table 4.2: Accuracy (%) on the first multilayer perceptron
ML Benchmarks PI AQ FC AB WQ HD
Baseline 79.43±1.97 88.08±0.35 98.94±0.10 16.85±0.66 54.96±1.44 86.51±1.95
VectorNet
k = 3, (Eid,Amean) 79.70±2.10 88.26±0.42 99.01±0.15 28.68±2.47 55.06±1.44 85.17±2.64
k = 3, (Enid,Al2) 79.56±1.83 88.39±0.39 99.05±0.10 28.13±2.32 55.19±1.30 84.82±2.70
k = 3, (Ef ,Amean) 78.00±1.79 87.76±0.42 98.97±0.11 21.88±3.16 55.45±1.78 85.50±2.73
k = 5, (Eid,Amean) 79.17±1.86 88.18±0.45 98.96±0.06 29.02±2.50 55.35±1.28 86.18±2.26
k = 5, (Enid,Al2) 79.05±2.00 88.17±0.43 99.11±0.12 28.90±2.69 55.74±1.38 86.85±2.24
k = 5, (Ef ,Amean) 78.39±2.07 88.19±0.46 98.87±0.06 28.59±2.21 56.00±1.27 85.15±2.62
CV Benchmarks MN FMN KMN
Baseline 97.19 87.41 84.14
VectorNet
k = 3, (Eid,Amean) 97.95 88.75 88.73
k = 3, (Enid,Al2) 97.90 88.47 88.82
k = 3, (Ef ,Amean) 97.16 88.21 86.80
k = 5, (Eid,Amean) 97.92 89.16 89.70
k = 5, (Enid,Al2) 97.70 88.78 89.03
k = 5, (Ef ,Amean) 97.84 88.78 88.24
twenty-seven individual contests, vector-space neural networks obtained the highest accuracy
in all but two. In many cases this margin is particularly pronounced regardless of underlying
architecture, such as for the abalone age prediction task as well as all three computer vision
benchmarks. Observe the clear advantage in representational power offered by VectorNet,
which was able to learn on Abalone on all three architectures even when each baseline failed.
We also see instances where the real-valued MLPs appear to overfit or otherwise converge
to poor minima—this can be seen for FMNIST and KMNIST with the first network and
FMNIST with the second—but the vector-valued MLPs did not suffer the same predicament.
An examination of the performance of the various VectorNet configurations also yields
certain insight. We note that here is considerable diversity in configurations among the
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Table 4.3: Accuracy (%) on the second multilayer perceptron
ML Benchmarks PI AQ FC AB WQ HD
Baseline 79.96±1.98 88.27±0.29 99.05±0.09 15.59±1.14 53.78±2.35 87.20±2.18
VectorNet
k = 3, (Eid,Amean) 78.92±2.29 88.48±0.34 99.05±0.10 28.68±2.41 56.58±1.64 85.17±2.11
k = 3, (Enid,Al2) 79.96±2.15 88.65±0.24 99.11±0.09 20.23±3.87 55.51±1.63 86.18±2.66
k = 3, (Ef ,Amean) 78.92±1.97 88.19±0.45 98.82±0.10 20.14±3.30 55.53±1.61 85.84±2.39
k = 5, (Eid,Amean) 78.00±2.07 88.39±0.35 98.99±0.07 28.27±2.40 55.25±1.25 85.16±2.19
k = 5, (Enid,Al2) 79.44±2.08 88.48±0.43 99.08±0.06 28.35±2.43 55.72±1.10 86.18±2.38
k = 5, (Ef ,Amean) 78.39±1.84 88.34±0.36 98.89±0.10 28.42±2.26 55.37±1.31 85.51±2.32
CV Benchmarks MN FMN KMN
Baseline 98.06 88.34 88.05
VectorNet
k = 3, (Eid,Amean) 98.21 89.55 89.96
k = 3, (Enid,Al2) 98.42 89.19 90.54
k = 3, (Ef ,Amean) 97.86 89.45 90.32
k = 5, (Eid,Amean) 98.32 89.44 90.41
k = 5, (Enid,Al2) 98.06 89.40 90.29
k = 5, (Ef ,Amean) 98.39 90.07 89.76
best-performing models, with nearly all model variants claiming at least one contest. The
notable exception was the set of models with vector height k = 3 and the arbitrary transform
expansion Ef , which failed to notch any top performances. Indeed, configurations utilizing
Ef tended to perform worse overall—a statement which we quantify in the following section.
Other patterns which emerged include the strength of three-component vectors on the sec-
ond MLP as well as the strength of the (Eid,Amean) expansion/aggregation pair across the
computer vision benchmarks. These findings demonstrate that (1) there are various choices
in VectorNet configurations with potential to be effective, and (2) these choices matter. The
results reinforce the notion that hyperparameter tuning is essential, motivating us to devise
strategies for doing so which are eventually delineated in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of learning curves between the baseline and the best-performing
VectorNet for the first multilayer perceptron









































































Figure 4.5: Comparison of learning curves between the baseline and the best-performing
VectorNet VectorNet for the second multilayer perceptron
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Table 4.4: Accuracy (%) on the third multilayer perceptron
ML Benchmarks PI AQ FC AB WQ HD
Baseline 79.70±2.21 84.22±1.53 99.24±0.08 18.39±2.27 55.88±1.92 85.84±1.92
VectorNet
k = 3, (Eid,Amean) 78.53±2.15 87.23±0.46 99.36±0.06 22.27±3.07 55.88±2.02 85.50±1.69
k = 3, (Enid,Al2) 78.92±2.16 87.49±0.32 99.32±0.10 24.54±2.73 55.41±1.28 85.84±2.93
k = 3, (Ef ,Amean) 77.35±2.17 86.92±0.25 99.17±0.10 25.91±2.42 55.60±1.67 85.17±2.38
k = 5, (Eid,Amean) 78.39±1.87 87.76±0.52 99.19±0.06 29.36±1.00 55.66±1.56 85.16±2.26
k = 5, (Enid,Al2) 79.17±1.76 87.62±0.50 99.29±0.13 28.37±2.25 56.15±1.55 86.16±2.83
k = 5, (Ef ,Amean) 78.65±1.96 87.50±0.46 99.29±0.07 25.71±1.93 55.60±1.59 84.49±2.49
CV Benchmarks MN FMN KMN
Baseline 97.14 87.62 84.18
VectorNet
k = 3, (Eid,Amean) 98.11 89.38 88.75
k = 3, (Enid,Al2) 97.99 89.68 89.14
k = 3, (Ef ,Amean) 97.55 89.14 85.75
k = 5, (Eid,Amean) 98.36 89.74 90.08
k = 5, (Enid,Al2) 98.35 89.68 89.91
k = 5, (Ef ,Amean) 98.19 89.66 89.60
Effects of Hyperparameter Selection
Because of the wide array of configurations used in the experiments resulting from the compo-
sition of the various hyperparameters, we thought it useful to analyze which hyperparameters
had the greatest impact on model performance. Table 4.5 illustrates the average reduction in
error among VectorNet models employing each of the settings described previously, relative
to the baseline. For a given dataset, the reduction in error prescribed to a hyperparameter






















































































Figure 4.6: Comparison of learning curves between the baseline and the best-performing
VectorNet VectorNet for the third multilayer perceptron
This analysis corroborates some of the observations we made earlier. The clearest pattern
is the under-performance of the (Ef ,Amean) expansion/aggregation pair, which consistently
yielded poorer results compared to the other pairs—although it still managed to produce an
average net positive reduction in error over the baseline on all three underlying architectures.
This was somewhat unexpected, though the sheer flexibility offered by the arbitrary trans-
form expansion conveys the likely possibility that other assemblages of transforms would
fair better. Note that after all, the identity and normalized identity expansions are specific
cases of an arbitrary transform. Meanwhile, vector-space networks using the (Enid,Al2) pair
achieved the greatest error reduction on all three architectures. This is a delightful result
since this expansion/aggregation pair is most consistent with the theoretical notion of a vec-
tor. Likewise, five-component vectors outdid three-component ones on each MLP, consistent
with the many-heads philosophy of an ensemble. The alignment of high-level theory with
the experimental results is deeply encouraging.
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Table 4.5: Effect of VectorNet hyperparameters on reduction in error relative to baseline
multilayer perceptron (%)
First MLP PI AQ FC AB WQ HD MN FMN KMN AVG
k = 3 -1.67 0.48 6.60 11.28 0.61 -9.98 17.08 8.47 25.07 6.44
k = 5 -2.72 0.84 3.77 14.42 1.64 -3.34 22.42 11.89 30.58 8.83
(Eid,Amean) 0.02 1.17 4.25 14.43 0.54 -6.19 26.51 12.27 32.00 9.45
(Enid,Al2) -0.61 1.68 13.21 14.03 1.12 -5.00 21.71 9.65 30.17 9.55
(Ef ,Amean) -6.00 -0.88 -1.89 10.08 1.70 -8.78 11.03 8.62 21.31 3.91
Second MLP PI AQ FC AB WQ HD MN FMN KMN AVG
k = 3 -3.46 1.45 -5.96 8.80 4.53 -11.48 5.33 9.06 18.61 2.98
k = 5 -6.74 1.14 -6.67 15.11 3.61 -12.37 10.14 11.12 17.60 3.66
(Eid,Amean) -7.49 1.41 -3.16 15.26 4.62 -15.90 10.57 9.91 17.87 3.68
(Enid,Al2) -1.30 2.51 4.74 10.31 3.97 -7.97 9.28 8.19 19.79 5.50
(Ef ,Amean) -6.51 -0.04 -20.53 10.29 3.61 -11.91 3.35 12.18 16.65 0.79
Third MLP PI AQ FC AB WQ HD MN FMN KMN AVG
k = 3 -7.06 18.97 5.70 7.17 -0.57 -2.38 25.99 14.38 23.39 9.51
k = 5 -4.75 21.59 2.19 11.55 -0.17 -4.03 40.56 16.75 35.92 13.29
(Eid,Amean) -6.11 20.75 4.61 9.10 -0.25 -3.60 38.29 15.67 33.09 12.39
(Enid,Al2) -3.23 21.13 8.55 9.88 -0.23 1.13 36.01 16.64 33.79 13.74
(Ef ,Amean) -8.37 18.95 -1.32 9.09 -0.63 -7.13 25.52 14.38 22.09 8.06
4.3 Vector-Weighted Convolutional Neural Networks
In this section, we extend the capabilities of our framework by applying VectorNet on top of
convolutional neural networks. For our purposes, a convolutional net is best characterized
as a variant of a multilayer perceptron in which one or more layers is a convolutional layer
rather than a fully-connected layer. Additionally, there may be zero or more pooling layers.
The forward pass of a convolutional layer is defined similarly to that of a fully-connected
layer, but with matrix multiplication replaced by the convolution operator, ∗:
h(l) = f (l)
(




It is well known that convolution can be performed as matrix multiplication by conversion
of one of the inputs into a Toeplitz matrix [13, 90], and therefore our existing mathematics
for vector-space networks can be applied. Now as for pooling, a pooling layer is an unpa-
rameterized layer which performs some defined many-to-one operation fp—typically max or
average—over subsets of the input:
h(l) = f (l)p (h
(l−1)).
As we established in Chapter 3, forward and backpropagation in a vector-weighted context
is performed component-wise, and therefore application of pooling to vector values is trivial.
4.3.1 Implementation
To enable the construction of vector-valued convolutional neural networks, we extend upon
our Python module developed for multilayer perceptrons by introducing convolutional and
pooling layers, named Conv2dVector and Pool2dVector accordingly. The source code for
these layers can be found in Figure 4.7. In the same fashion as the implementation of
LinearVector (found in Figure 4.1), these two components serve as wrapper classes which
handle component-wise forward propagation of the input vectors, parameterized in nearly
the same way as their real-valued counterparts Conv2d and Pool2d, but with the addition
of vector height. The source code is publicly available online; see Appendix B.
4.3.2 Datasets
Convolutional neural networks were specifically designed for visual tasks, and as such, we
utilize the six computer vision benchmarks described in 4.1.2: MNIST, Fashion-MNIST,
Kuzushiji-MNIST, SVHN, CIFAR-10, and STL-10. Furthermore, we include the data-
augmented versions of CIFAR-10 and STL-10, denoted CIFAR-10+ and STL-10+, to identify
any impact produced by data augmentation. In total, there are eight dataset variants. We
used channel normalization to preprocess the data as done previously for our experiments
with multilayer perceptrons.
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Figure 4.7: Implementation of Conv2dVector and Pool2dVector
1 class Conv2dVector(nn.Module):
2
3 def __init__(self, *args, **kwargs):
4 super(Conv2dVector, self).__init__()
5 self.height = kwargs['height']
6 del kwargs['height']
7 self.params = nn.ModuleList(nn.Conv2d(*args, **kwargs) for i
in range(self.height))↪→
8
9 def forward(self, input):
10 return
torch.cat([*[self.params[n](input[:,:,:,:,n]).unsqueeze(-1)






14 def __init__(self, *args, **kwargs):
15 super(Pool2dVector, self).__init__()
16 if kwargs['pool'] == 'max':
17 self.pool = nn.MaxPool2d(*args)
18 elif kwargs['pool'] == 'avg':




23 def forward(self, input):
24 return
torch.cat([*[self.pool(input[:,:,:,:,n]).unsqueeze(-1)




We evaluated our framework on two convolutional neural networks. For the first, we con-
structed a small CNN as a preliminary evaluation of the effect vector-weighted networks have
on model performance. Our CNN had two convolutional layers with 6 and 16 filters. Each
kernel size was 5×5, and a padding of 2 pixels was used. Max pooling was performed after
each convolutional layer with kernel size 3 and stride 2. The two fully-connected layers were
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256 nodes each. Softmax was applied as the final classification layer. The rectified linear
unit (ReLU) was employed as the activation function. In addition, dropout [49] was applied
with probability 0.25 before and after each pooling layer and with probability 0.5 after each
hidden linear layer.
Our second deeper convolutional net was adopted from [91]. It had three convolutional
layers with 96, 128, and 256 filters, all with kernel sizes of 5×5 and a padding of 2 pixels. The
layers were followed by max pooling, average pooling, and average pooling, respectively, with
kernel size 3 and stride 2. Two fully connected layers of 2,048 nodes and a (post-aggregation)
softmax classification layer followed. The activation function used was ReLU. Dropout with
p = 0.25 was applied before and after each pooling layer, with the exception of the final
pooling layer which had p = 0.5. All hidden fully-connected layers were followed by dropout
with p = 0.5.
All models were implemented with the use of our Python module and run on 16GB
NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPUs. For consistency, the training hyperparameters used in the ex-
periments with multilayer perceptrons were preserved. We used He et al. [30] initialization
and trained our networks for 300 epochs with a mini-batch size of 128, with stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) with Nesterov momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 10−4 as our
optimizer. The learning rate was once again initialized to 3× 10−4 with a step decay of 10%
applied every 10 epochs. Since each of the computer vision datasets are 10-class classification
problems, cross-entropy was the loss function used for all experiments on convolutional nets.
Just as done for the multilayer perceptrons, we strove to perform experiments over a
variety of VectorNet configurations. This time, we identified three parameters to adjust:
1. The height of the VectorNet layers k must be specified. We once again selected k ∈
{3, 5}.
2. We needed to choose which layers to vectorize. The most straightforward option is a
full VectorNet, but we thought it also worthwhile to implement a network with only
the fully-connected layers vectorized. Our motivation for this configuration stems from
the notion of convolutional layers as feature extractors, in which case the transition to
fully-connected layers would be an intuitive time to perform expansion.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of learning curves between the baseline and the best-performing
VectorNet for the convolutional neural networks
3. The final tunable setting is the expansion/aggregation pair, for which we retained the
same three options: (Eid,Amean), (Enid,Al2), and (Ef ,Amean). Recall that Ef is defined
as k R→ R mappings. Likewise, we took this opportunity to incorporate two common
statistical transformations in a log and square root transform, with a constant was
added prior in order to eliminate negative values. Identity transformations occupied
the remaining mappings.
In total, we selected seven distinct settings, creating twelve possible configurations. We




The results are presented in Tables 4.6 and 4.7. The highest accuracy per dataset is indicated
in bold. We also present the learning curves between the baselines and the best-performing
VectorNets in Figure 4.8. As can be seen, VectorNets obtained the highest accuracies across
all datasets on both models.
Table 4.6: Classification accuracy (%) on the first convolutional neural network
Method MN FMN KMN SVHN C10 C10+ STL10STL10+
Baseline 99.38 91.11 97.13 77.49 67.77 66.85 49.71 60.45
VectorNet
k = 3, full, (Eid,Amean) 99.64 92.54 98.11 93.21 77.32 77.81 61.74 69.41
k = 3, full, (Enid,Al2) 99.60 92.65 97.78 92.94 75.79 77.06 52.21 63.44
k = 3, full, (Ef ,Amean) 99.61 92.98 97.93 91.53 72.24 69.38 56.47 62.15
k = 3, fc, (Eid,Amean) 99.52 91.92 97.75 92.12 72.51 68.91 49.33 62.35
k = 3, fc, (Enid,Al2) 99.47 91.29 97.73 91.67 71.57 67.10 45.04 55.63
k = 3, fc, (Ef ,Amean) 99.60 91.82 97.63 92.19 73.46 69.58 60.11 63.82
k = 5, full, (Eid,Amean) 99.64 93.28 98.15 93.79 79.85 80.73 62.65 72.90
k = 5, full, (Enid,Al2) 99.64 93.16 97.94 93.55 77.71 78.80 55.44 66.93
k = 5, full, (Ef ,Amean) 99.65 93.62 98.03 93.54 77.82 77.29 62.31 69.93
k = 5, fc, (Eid,Amean) 99.58 92.06 97.92 92.68 72.64 66.46 57.49 64.19
k = 5, fc, (Enid,Al2) 99.50 91.29 97.69 92.14 71.23 69.15 42.63 57.79
k = 5, fc, (Ef ,Amean) 99.53 92.21 97.79 92.71 73.30 69.26 59.58 56.75
For the first CNN, the VectorNet configurations were nearly entirely better than the
corresponding baselines. And for the few individual results that were not, all but one of them
were for the STL-10 and STL-10+ datasets. We theorize that this is due to higher variation
in test accuracy induced by the low training size of the datasets. Regardless, VectorNet’s
mean performance on these datasets still well exceeds the baseline. The configurations
resulting in highest accuracy were also very consistent on the first convolutional network, as
full VectorNets with k = 5 dominated. With a relatively shallow network, it can be seen that
vectorization reliably yields fruitful benefits. A notable example can be observed with the
SVHN experiments where the baseline training eventually diverged, explaining the unusually
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Table 4.7: Classification accuracy (%) on the second convolutional neural network
Method MN FMN KMN SVHN C10 C10+ STL10STL10+
Baseline 99.67 93.76 98.66 96.07 87.19 89.31 63.05 72.61
VectorNet
k = 3, full, (Eid,Amean) 99.71 93.83 98.19 95.90 87.33 89.02 67.39 76.02
k = 3, full, (Enid,Al2) 99.62 93.74 98.64 95.94 86.69 89.14 61.86 73.30
k = 3, full, (Ef ,Amean) 99.67 93.96 98.56 96.11 87.36 89.95 66.90 75.02
k = 3, fc, (Eid,Amean) 99.72 93.82 98.49 96.04 87.36 89.08 66.75 74.48
k = 3, fc, (Enid,Al2) 99.72 93.85 98.67 96.10 87.34 89.39 59.00 74.58
k = 3, fc, (Ef ,Amean) 99.71 93.93 98.52 96.15 87.60 89.33 67.63 73.98
k = 5, full, (Eid,Amean) 99.63 93.72 98.32 95.99 87.06 89.08 67.25 73.94
k = 5, full, (Enid,Al2) 99.67 93.92 98.78 95.93 87.15 89.37 65.44 75.44
k = 5, full, (Ef ,Amean) 99.73 94.03 98.47 95.99 87.07 89.44 66.87 74.74
k = 5, fc, (Eid,Amean) 99.68 93.74 98.53 95.97 87.30 89.53 66.91 74.45
k = 5, fc, (Enid,Al2) 99.65 93.66 98.61 96.12 87.35 89.27 66.57 74.62
k = 5, fc, (Ef ,Amean) 99.70 93.94 98.66 96.02 87.20 89.35 67.33 73.12
low accuracy. However, none of the VectorNet configurations exhibited the same behavior,
converging to 91%+ accuracy across the board.
Experiments on the deeper network also pointed to VectorNet’s improved learning capa-
bility, if not quite as decisively. Once again, VectorNets resulted in the highest accuracy on
every dataset. The improvement is most noticeable for the challenging CIFAR-10 and STL-
10 benchmarks, where most hyperparameter variations produced moderate gains. Among
the simpler benchmarks, MNIST and Fashion-MNIST also benefited consistently from vec-
torization. Kuzushiji-MNIST and SVHN were more of a mixed bag; for those datasets,
several VectorNet configurations bested the baselines, but a number also underachieved. In-
terestingly, this is most evident on KMNIST, where the vector-weighted models struggled
to overcome the baseline. These results were likely a consequence of overfitting. Another
interesting observation is that there was a much wider set of configurations yielding the
highest accuracies than for the first CNN. In fact, each of the seven settings described in
Section 4.3.3 contributed to a best-performing configuration. Once again, this reinforces the
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importance of tuning the hyperparameters introduced with the framework.
Table 4.8: Effect of VectorNet hyperparameters on reduction in error relative to baseline
convolutional neural network (%)
First CNN MN FMN KMN SVHN C10 C10+ STL10 STL10+AVG
k = 3 31.18 12.26 24.10 65.69 18.76 14.45 8.83 5.94 22.65
k = 5 33.87 16.80 27.53 69.21 23.75 20.41 13.87 10.87 27.04
Full Vectorization 40.32 21.69 29.97 69.32 27.98 30.15 17.42 17.72 31.82
FC Vectorization 24.73 7.37 21.66 65.58 14.53 4.71 5.28 -0.91 17.87
(Eid,Amean) 34.68 15.07 29.70 68.68 24.23 19.99 16.09 17.10 28.19
(Enid,Al2) 27.82 11.11 22.82 67.01 19.56 18.63 -1.75 1.26 20.81
(Ef ,Amean) 35.08 17.41 24.91 66.65 19.97 13.66 19.70 6.86 25.53
Second CNN MN FMN KMN SVHN C10 C10+ STL10 STL10+AVG
k = 3 6.57 1.52 -11.07 -0.76 0.70 0.08 5.07 7.13 1.15
k = 5 2.02 1.20 -7.34 -1.70 -0.01 0.28 9.95 6.48 1.36
Full Vectorization 0.51 1.71 -12.09 -2.37 -0.62 0.22 7.85 7.79 0.37
FC Vectorization 8.08 1.01 -5.97 -0.08 1.31 0.14 7.17 5.82 2.19
(Eid,Amean) 4.55 0.28 -20.71 -2.42 0.57 -1.24 10.89 7.71 -0.05
(Enid,Al2) -1.52 0.52 1.12 -1.21 -0.45 -0.16 0.45 6.85 0.70
(Ef ,Amean) 9.85 3.29 -2.24 -0.06 0.92 1.94 11.18 5.86 3.84
Effects of Hyperparameter Selection
In the same fashion as the analysis performed for vector-weighted multilayer perceptrons,
we sought to identify the correlation between VectorNet hyperparameters and model per-
formance for our VectorNet CNNs. The average reductions in error are presented in Table
4.8. We make a number of observations. For the first convolutional network, it can be
seen that taller, more vectorized networks produced better results for every dataset. In
addition, identity expansion and mean aggregation proved to be the best performing ex-
pansion/aggregation pair, while the custom transform Ef also fared very well—a somewhat
surprising result given our findings on the multilayer perceptrons. Meanwhile, normalized
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identity expansion and l2 aggregation, while the most theoretically interesting pair, per-
formed more modestly in practice—another reversal from our experiments on MLPs. For
the second CNN, we find a different landscape that suggested more care was to be taken in
how much vectorization was to be done. A vector height of k = 5 only slightly outperformed
k = 3, and vectorization of the fully-connected layers outdid full vectorization. Overfit-
ting played a certain role in these outcomes. Meanwhile, the arbitrary transform expansion
emerged as the most impactful hyperparameter selection, in contrast to the first CNN. We
are particularly intrigued by this result; the endless possibilities for various transforms offer
potential for further improvement.
4.4 Vector-Weighted Directed Acyclic Graph Neural Networks
For our final architectural family, we assess the performance of VectorNet configurations
on directed acyclic graph neural networks (DAG-NNs). DAG-NNs are variable-structure
networks that can be trained with evolutionary algorithms and exhibit comparatively strong
performance at compact network sizes. In this dissertation, we present our own formulation
of a DAG-NN as introduced in [92] and unique to previous literature. Thus, we begin by
defining the structure and evolutionary training procedure of a DAG-NN in detail before we
conduct our experimental evaluation.
4.4.1 Definition
The vast majority of ANN architectures utilize a fully-connected layered structure. This com-
position enables rapid GPU computation, which is a particular concern for larger networks
and their applications, but it also imposes limitations that affect network learning capac-
ity. Directed Acyclic Graph Neural Networks (DAG-NNs) relax these structural restrictions,
providing the greatest flexibility for a feedforward neural network architecture. This enables
a higher ceiling for representation learning when compared to traditional neural networks.
A DAG-NN borrows the notion of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) consisting of nodes
linked by directed edges and the absence of cycles. The cascading structure of a typical










INPUT NODES HIDDEN NODES OUTPUT NODES
Figure 4.9: An example phenotype for a directed acyclic graph neural network (DAG-NN)
in layer n + 1, is discarded in favor of allowing connections between any node. The acyclic
property is a necessary consequence of the feedforward neural network model, in which all
information moves forward from the input to output nodes. In addition, two more properties
apply to DAG-NNs:
1. Input nodes may not contain directed edges to other input nodes
2. Output nodes may not contain directed edges to other output nodes
Property (1) is trivial since input nodes are sourced directly from a dataset, while (2) enforces
the intuition that output nodes are endpoints in the network. At this moment it would be
worthwhile to assert the following lemma, referring to the notation described in Table 4.9:
Table 4.9: Symbols describing a DAG-NN
Symbol Definition
id(n) The index corresponding to a node n
I The set of input nodes
H The set of hidden nodes
O The set of output nodes
b The vector of bias values with length |H|+ |O|
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and the number of possible structural configurations is 2(|I|+|H|)(|H|+|O|)−(
|H|+1
2 ).
Proof. We know that edges can only originate from input or hidden nodes according to
Property (2), and similarly edges can only terminate from hidden or output nodes pursuant
to Property (1), so at most the number of edges is (|I|+ |H|)(|H|+ |O|). To prevent cycles,
we must consider that the threat of a cycle can only arise from a node for which both inbound
and outbound edges are possible, which in our case applies only to hidden nodes. To resolve,
affix an order to the hidden nodes and disallow edges that self-loop or travel upstream—that









total illegal edges, leaving




possible edges in a DAG-NN. Given that each edge may be
present or absent in a configuration, we arrive at 2(|I|+|H|)(|H|+|O|)−(
|H|+1
2 ) possible structural
configurations.
Figure 4.9 depicts a DAG-NN with 3 input nodes, 4 hidden nodes, and 1 output node.
In evolutionary terminology we describe this as a phenotype—the conceptual manifestation
of a DAG-NN. According to Lemma 4.4.1, this allows for 25 potential edges and 225 possible
configurations. A conventional shallow neural network with these hyperparameters would
have 16 edges and a fixed configuration. We can observe that reduced restrictions on node
connections allow for more diverse networks than typically permitted in traditional network
architectures. The directed edge from input node 0 to output node 7 is a particular novelty
introduced by a DAG architecture. It is also important to note that the figure presents only
structural information and omits weights and biases for clarity, which would otherwise be a
critical component of a DAG-NN and its phenotype.
Network Representation
For utilization in an evolutionary algorithm, a network must be encoded with a representation
amenable to evolutionary processes such as crossover and mutation. In other words, we must
transform the conceptual representation of a DAG-NN into a computational one.
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It is known that any directed acyclic graph possesses at least one topological ordering
where every node contains directed edges exclusively to nodes later in the ordering. There-
fore, the nodes in a DAG can be indexed and represented by an ordered list, with input nodes
occupying the lowest numbering and output nodes occupying the highest. For consistency
with the literature, we index the first node in the ordering with value 0. It is also essential
to identify input, hidden, and output nodes due to the restrictions imposed on their connec-
tions as enumerated in the previous subsection. Additionally, weights and biases compose
the parameters of the neural network and must also be encoded; weights are associated with
edges while biases are associated with (non-input) nodes. This necessitates the formula-
tion of a data structure which incorporates this information alongside the network structure
composition. Toward this end, we propose a data structure which we refer to as a neural
matrix.
Assume for notational simplicity that id(b) = −1. Then the neural matrix contains real
values for all mappings f → t where f ∈ (I ∪ H ∪ b), t ∈ (H ∪ O), and id(f) < id(t).
A mapping from node to node indicates a weight value along the directed edge, while a
mapping from special symbol b to a node indicates the bias value for the node. Lemma
4.4.1 dictates the total number of weight values in the neural matrix, with an additional |b|
bias values. Consider Figure 4.10, which depicts the matrix for the phenotype illustrated in
Figure 4.9. The neural matrix corresponds to the genotype of the DAG-NN, a representation
manipulable by an evolutionary algorithm. With this representation, we are now able to
define the algorithm in detail.
Training Procedure Via Evolutionary Algorithm
The key challenge in training DAG-NNs is optimizing both the structure and parameters
of the network. Structure optimization cannot be done using gradient descent or analogous
algorithms. In order to employ those algorithms, structure and parameter optimization
must be done alternately—a decidedly time-consuming and suboptimal course of action.
Rather, we can optimize both simultaneously using an evolutionary algorithm. Evolutionary
algorithms are optimization heuristics which draw inspiration from the evolutionary processes
found in nature and studied in biology. It borrows key concepts such as the doctrine of
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Figure 4.10: A neural matrix for the DAG-NN depicted in Figure 4.9
”survival of the fittest” to select well-performing solutions according to some evaluation of
fitness and enables solutions to transmute through the similarly-inspired concepts of crossover
and mutation. In this subsection, we describe each component of an algorithm developed
and tailored specifically for the neural matrix representation of a DAG-NN.
Initialization An initial population of primitive DAG-NNs is necessary to begin the algo-
rithm. The population size is configurable, with larger populations enabling higher network
diversity at some cost in training time. For each network, certain characteristics are dictated
by the dataset, namely the number of input and output nodes. In addition, the number of
hidden nodes may be set by the practitioner to conform to the desired level of compactness
and other computational requirements. With the amount of nodes in each class determined,
the dimensions and number of values contained within the neural matrix genotype are estab-
lished by Lemma 4.4.1. This leaves the values of the neural matrices to be initialized, and as
the starting collection of networks represents a population with no evolutionary pressure ap-
plied, we can randomly generate values according to stochastic processes. The initialization
process is outlined by Algorithm 4.1. With an unbiased initial edge probability P (ie) of 0.5,
each potential network configuration has an equal probability of being generated. Then, for
each weight and bias in the network, a number is sampled from the Gaussian distributions
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N (0, iwSD) and N (0, ibSD) respectively, with iwSD and ibSD being constants supplied by
the practitioner.
An alternative to hand-selecting a constant for iwSD is to use an initialization scheme
that determines a value for iwSD as a function of network structure. A theoretically-
supported and widely used initialization scheme for conventional ReLU-activated neural






where in is the number of input connections to a node. For a fully-connected network, in is
equal to the number of nodes in the previous layer, and thus iwSD is defined on a per-layer
basis. We make two observations:
1. In a DAG-NN, the value of in for non-input nodes is bounded above by min(id(n), |I|+
|H|), which we denote by inmax.
2. The expected value of in upon initialization is P (ie) · inmax.




P (ie) · inmax
.
Once this step is completed, the population is considered initialized and the generation
loop may begin.
Selection Algorithm 4.2 details the steps for iterative generation computation. Each net-
work n is scored based on a fitness function F that compares network-predicted values with
actual values from a training set. Predicted values are computed via forward propagation of
training inputs through the DAG-NN. This fitness function is analogous to the loss function
in a gradient-based ANN, and as such, the conventions for selecting a loss function apply here
as well. For instance, consider a fitness function for regression tasks, for which we employ
the negative mean squared error (MSE) of the m predicted values against actual values over









Algorithm 4.1 Evolutionary algorithm for DAG-NNs: initialize()
Require: population size ps, initial edge probability P (ie), initial weight standard deviation
iwSD, initial bias standard deviation ibSD
1: P ← {}
2: for i = 1 . . . ps do
3: n← new network()
4: for each potential edge (f, t) do
5: if r sampled from U(0, 1) < P (ie) then
6: n[f, t]← r sampled from N (0, iwSD)
7: else
8: n[f, t]← 0
9: end if
10: end for
11: for each bias b do
12: n[b, b]← r sampled from N (0, ibSD)
13: end for
14: P ← P ∪ n
15: end for
16: return P
The negation preserves the notion that a higher score indicates higher fitness.
Once the scores are calculated, selection is performed. In our algorithm, we utilize a
efficient rank selection procedure. First, the population of DAG-NNs are sorted by fitness
in descending order. Then, pairs of values are sampled from U(0, 1). These values are
passed through a square transformation and scaled to the population size ps. The resultant
values are floored and correspond to the indices of the sorted DAG-NNs. In this manner,
lower indices—and therefore fitter networks—are more likely to be selected, while less fit
networks still retain a nontrivial chance for selection, stymieing premature convergence to
local minima. This procedure is computationally efficient, with individual selection done
in strictly O(1) time and requiring no comparison of fitness or any pre-processing beyond
sorting.
Crossover and Mutation When two DAG-NNs are selected to reproduce, the resultant
DAG-NN undergoes two processes to obtain its values. The first is crossover, which combines
existing values from each contributing genotype. We opt for single-point crossover for its
simplicity: a random node index i is selected, and the weights and biases from nodes 0 . . . i
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Algorithm 4.2 Evolutionary algorithm for DAG-NNs: nextGeneration()
Require: population P , population size ps
1: P ′ ← {}
2: sort P by F descending
3: for i = 1 . . . ps do
4: a← bps× (r sampled from U(0, 1))2c
5: b← bps× (r sampled from U(0, 1))2c
6: n← mutate(crossover(P [a], P [b]))
7: P ′ ← P ′ ∪ n
8: end for
9: return P ′
in the first network are merged with the complement set of nodes from the second network.
Once crossover is completed, we perform random mutation on the new network. Algorithm
4.3 describes the mutation process, which bears resemblance to initialization. Weights and
biases mutate with probabilities P (wm) and P (bm) and standard deviations wmSD and
bmSD, each respectively, while edges can be added or removed with probability P (e+) and
P (e−) as well. These two processes enable solutions to move stochastically toward global
minima and escape local minima.
Termination The algorithm terminates once a desired fitness score is achieved or the
maximum number of generations is reached. At this time, the best-performing DAG-NN as
measured by the fitness function is returned. Algorithm 4.4 illustrates the main algorithm,
including the loop termination conditions and the selection of the fittest network.
Comparison with Multilayer Perceptrons
As we contended previously, DAG-NNs possess a higher ceiling for learning representation
than conventional feedforward neural networks. This comparison is not strictly material at
this juncture, but we include an experimental evaluation in Appendix C using our imple-
mentation described in Section 4.4.3.
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Algorithm 4.3 Evolutionary algorithm for DAG-NNs: mutate()
Require: network n, weight mutation probability P (wm), bias mutation probability P (bm),
weight mutation standard deviation wmSD, bias mutation standard deviation bmSD,
edge addition probability P (e+), edge removal probability P (e−)
1: n′ ← n
2: for each edge (f, t) do
3: if r sampled from U(0, 1) < P (wm) then
4: n′[f, t]← n′[f, t] + r sampled from N (0, wmSD)
5: end if
6: end for
7: for each bias b do
8: if r sampled from U(0, 1) < P (bm) then
9: n′[b, b]← n′[b, b] + r sampled from N (0, bmSD)
10: end if
11: end for
12: for each potential edge (f, t) do
13: if n′[f, t] = 0 then
14: if r sampled from U(0, 1) < P (e+) then
15: n′[f, t]← r sampled from N (0, wmSD)
16: end if
17: else
18: if r sampled from U(0, 1) < P (e−) then





Algorithm 4.4 Evolutionary algorithm for DAG-NNs: main()
Require: max generations g, target fitness f
1: P ←initialize()
2: while f not achieved and g not reached do
3: P ←nextGeneration()
4: end while





4.4.2 Theory of Vectorized DAG-NNs
Because of the complex and fluid topology of directed acyclic graph neural networks, the
concept of a layer is not immediately applicable. In other words, DAG-NNs do not have
layers—at least not in a patently obvious manner. Because our existing theory for VectorNet
depends upon the notion of the vector-weighted layer, we must come back to that theory.
Forward propagation and backpropagation, the two fundamental aspects of our theoretical
framework concerning layers, are revisited here.
Forward Propagation
Network Reformulation In order to apply our developed theory for forward propagation
of vector values to directed acyclic graph neural networks, we show that a DAG-NN with
|H| hidden nodes can be equivalently modeled as a feedforward network with |H| hidden
layers. Consider Figure 4.11, which depicts a five-node DAG-NN with two hidden nodes
and the procedure for transforming its representation into an equivalent two hidden layer
neural network. In essence, forward propagation at the lth hidden layer is performed in a
fully-connected manner with the lth hidden node as the output and the post-synaptic values
of all previous nodes as inputs. All previous nodes are retained in subsequent hidden layers
through identity connections, and non-existent edges in the original DAG-NN are represented
as zero-weight connections. For instance, in Figure 4.11, the first hidden layer consists of the
first hidden node—node 2—as output, and the previous nodes 0 and 1 as inputs. Nodes 0
and 1 persist through identity connections, and edge (0, 2) is inserted as a zero-weight edge.
The final computation is output layer propagation, which is simply a fully-connected layer
between all non-output nodes and all output nodes.
Mathematics of Vector Propagation Fortunately, applying VectorNet on top of a di-
rected acyclic graph neural network is trivial from a conceptual standpoint. Figure 4.12
presents a VectorNet DAG-NN in our reformulated representation based upon full vectoriza-
tion of the DAG-NN from Figure 4.11. With that, we now formalize forward propagation for





















Figure 4.11: (a) A small DAG-NN with two hidden nodes (b) An equivalent neural net-













INPUT LAYER HIDDEN LAYERS OUTPUT LAYER
Figure 4.12: A VectorNet DAG-NN based upon the configuration in Figure 4.11
as well as that of Section 4.4.1 for nodes and edges in a DAG-NN is employed. Furthermore,
let us expand upon the notation with the following definitions:
• Let ~w(a,b) denote the weight vector corresponding to the edge from nodes a to b. If no
such edge exists, then ~w(a,b) = 0.
• Let ~ba denote the bias vector corresponding to the node a.
• Let ~za denote the pre-activation vector value and ~ha the post-activation vector value
for node a.
• Let On denote the index of the nth output node. On is calculable as |I|+ |H|+ n− 1.
• Let H−1 denote the index of the last hidden node. H−1 is calculable as |I|+ |H| − 1.
Recall the relationship between the lth hidden layer and the lth hidden node. Let n be the
index of the lth hidden node. We define forward propagation for the lth hidden layer to be:
~w(0,n)  ~h0 + ~w(1,n)  ~h1 + . . .+ ~w(n−1,n)  ~hn−1 + ~bn = ~zn.
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Additionally, we define forward propagation for the output layer to be:
~w(0,O1)  ~h0 + ~w(1,O1)  ~h1 + . . .+ ~w(H−1,O1)  ~hH−1 + ~bO1 = ~zO1
~w(0,O2)  ~h0 + ~w(1,O2)  ~h1 + . . .+ ~w(H−1,O2)  ~hH−1 + ~bO2 = ~zO2
...
~w(0,O|O|)  ~h0 + ~w(1,O|O|)  ~h1 + . . .+ ~w(H−1,O|O|)  ~hH−1 + ~bO|O| = ~zO|O|
.
Both of the above systems can be rewritten into matrix form respectively as follows:
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Recall that  denotes the Hadamard product and  the Hadadot product (the dot product
of two matrices with the Hadamard product between elements).
The mathematics and conceptual viewpoints align beautifully. As can be seen, the
Hadadot product performed in the forward propagation of the hidden layers utilizes as input
all prior input and post-activation vectors and their edge weights with the corresponding hid-
den node to produce as output the singleton pre-activation vector for that hidden node—just
as depicted in Figure 4.12. Likewise, the fully-connected output layer propagation between




Because evolutionary strategies are used to calibrate weights as opposed to gradient-based
learning, we need not concern ourselves with backpropagation for vector-valued DAG-NNs.
Vectorization poses no significant additional mathematical challenges to our optimization
algorithm when updating parameters by way of crossover and mutation. The only intro-
duced complexity is mutation of vectors, which can be either be performed component-wise
(i.e., each component is subject to mutation according to some probability p) or as a whole
(the entire vector is mutated with probability p by a vector value generated by a k-variate
normal distribution). We elect to use the component-wise approach, which better lever-
ages the efficiency of vectorized random number generation and enables mutation at a finer
granularity.
4.4.3 Implementation
Considering the novelties introduced in our formulation of DAG neural networks, we set out
to implement a programmatic encoding of a DAG-NN and its training procedure. The struc-
ture and training of DAG-NNs are atypical such that utilizing existing deep learning libraries
would be unwieldy, and therefore we chose to build our implementation from scratch. We
built our module in Python with CuPy [93], a NumPy-esque library for n-dimensional array
processing with GPU acceleration. By clever design, we were able to build our DAG-NNs to
leverage the vectorized computation capabilities of GPUs in spite of their ostensibly unsys-
tematic architecture, leading to a significant boost in performance. This was accomplished
by encoding the DAG-NN in a layer-like representation similar to Figure 4.11b such that
forward propagation could be performed as in conventional feedforward layered networks.
From this base DAG-NN, we were able to construct vector-weighted variants without much
difficulty by incorporating an additional dimension to the weight and bias tensors.
Figure 4.13 lends insight into the particulars of our representation. Essentially, the weight
tensor is a 4-dimensional tensor by addition of the population and vector component axes
to an otherwise-typical n × n adjacency matrix, where n is the total number of nodes.
Our adjacency matrix is a modified upper triangular matrix to satisfy the restrictions on
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Figure 4.13: Implementation of weight and bias initialization for a population of vector-
weighted DAG-NNs
1 def _initialize_nets(self):
2 self.weights = cp.random.normal(size=(self.pop_size,
self.height, self.total, self.total), dtype='single') *
cp.tile(cp.triu(cp.ones(shape=(self.total, self.total),
dtype='bool_'), 1), (self.pop_size, self.height, 1, 1)) *
(cp.random.uniform(size=(self.pop_size, self.height,






3 self.weights[:, :, :, self.inputs:] *= cp.sqrt(2 /
(INIT_EDGE_PROB * cp.minimum(cp.arange(self.inputs,
self.total), self.inputs + self.hidden)))
↪→
↪→
4 self.weights[:, :, :self.inputs, :self.inputs] = 0







6 self.biases = cp.random.normal(size=(self.pop_size, self.height,




edges described in Section 4.4.1. Similarly, our bias tensor is three-dimensional, with the
population axis integrated into a two-dimensional tensor of bias vectors. Within Figure
4.13, the appearance of algorithm parameters such as INIT EDGE PROB and INIT BIAS SD
can be observed as well as the application of He et al. initialization on line 3. Figure
4.14 demonstrates forward propagation of inputs using these tensor representations. As
we mentioned, our approach leverages the strengths of GPUs, doing so by computing the
Hadadot products of accumulated values with appropriate slices of the weight tensor. Note
also the expansion and aggregation performed at the endcaps of the main propagation loop.
Figure 4.15 illustrates usage of our module. On line 3, a model is instantiated, generating
through initialize nets an initial population of 500 vector-weighted DAG-NNs with 12
input nodes, 6 hidden nodes, and 1 output node—valid settings for the Air Quality bench-
mark. The vectors are of height k = 3, with normalized identity expansion and l2 aggregation
performed. Then on line 4, the model is trained for one thousand generations—during which
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Figure 4.14: Implementation of forward propagation of inputs through a population of vector-
weighted DAG-NNs
1 def _forward_prop(self, inp, training):
2 if training:
3 mask = self._generate_dropout_mask(inp.shape[1])
4 exp_inp = self.expfct(inp, self.height)
5 fprop = VecDAGNN.hadadot(exp_inp, self.weights)
6 for i in range(self.inputs, self.inputs + self.hidden):
7 wedge = VecDAGNN.relu(fprop[:, :, :, [i]] + self.biases[:,
:, :, [i - self.inputs]]) * (mask[:, [i - self.inputs]]
if training else 1)
↪→
↪→
8 fprop[:, :, :, i] = 0
9 fprop += VecDAGNN.hadadot(wedge, self.weights[:, :, [i], :],
0) / self.dropout↪→
10 out = fprop[:, :, :, -self.outputs:] + self.biases[:, :, :,
-self.outputs:]↪→
11 agg_out = self.aggfct(out)
12 if self.problem_type == ProblemType.CLASS_SINGLE:
13 return VecDAGNN.sigmoid(agg_out)
14 elif self.problem_type == ProblemType.CLASS_ONEHOT:
15 return VecDAGNN.softmax(agg_out)
16 elif self.problem_type == ProblemType.REGRESS:
17 return agg_out
forward prop is called in a loop—on X train and y train with test evaluation on X test
and y test. A number of particulars in the implementation are omitted here for brevity.
The complete source code is available online; see Appendix B.
4.4.4 Datasets
As we have indicated, directed acyclic graph neural networks are most well suited for compact
experimental settings. For our experiments on VectorNet DAG-NNs, we selected the six
machine learning benchmarks described in Section 4.1.1 and used previously in our studies
on multilayer perceptrons. In following the preprocessing pipeline employed in the earlier
experiments, we performed feature-level normalization to zero mean and unit variance.
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Figure 4.15: Use of our DAG-NN implementation to train a vector-weighted DAG-NN
1 from DAGNN import VecDAGNN, ProblemType
2
3 m = VecDAGNN(12, 6, 1, 3, 'NID', 'L2', ProblemType.REGRESS, 500)
4 m.train(X_train, y_train, X_test, y_test, 1000)
4.4.5 Settings
We sought to evaluate the performance of vector-weighted DAG-NNs against their real-
valued counterparts through a comprehensive series of experiments. For DAG-NNs with their
fluid and evolving topologies, the primary hyperparameter which distinguishes configuration
from configuration is the number of hidden nodes n. Thus, we adopted five values for n:
n ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8, 10}. In an analogous fashion to the studies conducted so far, we assembled
variations for our VectorNet DAG-NNs, considering two classes of hyperparameters:
1. We selected k ∈ {3, 5} once again for the height of the VectorNet layers.
2. We reused the three expansion/aggregation pairs applied previously: (Eid,Amean),
(Enid,Al2), and (Ef ,Amean). Ef denotes the same set of R → R transformations as
before, with one log transformation, one square root transformation, and k−2 identity
transformations.
These six VectorNet configurations were run alongside the baseline real-valued DAG-NN
over each of the six machine learning benchmarks and five hidden node counts, coming to
210 experiments. And for each experiment, we performed 5-fold cross validation, meaning
over a thousand models were trained in our evaluation.
Our models utilized ReLU for all hidden layer activations. The output activation and
loss pair was dependent on the objective: softmax with cross-entropy loss was used for all
classification tasks (including binary classification; see our discussion in Section 4.2.3) while
mean squared error with no output activation was used for the regression tasks. Our evolu-
tionary algorithm for training DAG-NNs was employed on all models with a population of
500 individuals iterated for 1000 generations. The parameters for our algorithm were consis-
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tent with those used in the experiments comparing DAG-NNs with multilayer perceptrons
in Appendix C as presented in Table C.1. The fitness function F used to select and evolve
individual candidates was the negative loss across the entire training set. We trained our
models on a pair of 48GB NVIDIA Quadro RTX 8000s and computed the mean of the peak
test accuracy across all folds in addition to the standard error thereof.
4.4.6 Results
Tables 4.10 through 4.14 feature the results partitioned by the number of hidden nodes.
Models trained on the same dataset and hidden node count are in competition, with the best-
performing model(s) in each contest denoted in bold. For convenience of analysis, we also
represent this data graphically in Figure 4.16. The VectorNet configurations attaining the
highest performance per contest are designated by markers with larger radii for comparison
with the similarly-indicated baselines.
Table 4.10: Accuracy (%) on the directed acyclic graph neural network with 2 hidden nodes
Method PI AQ FC AB WQ HD
Baseline 81.39±1.78 85.93±0.46 97.33±0.17 29.47±2.05 57.25±1.85 89.21±1.29
VectorNet
k = 3, (Eid,Amean) 82.56±1.37 87.11±0.31 98.43±0.16 30.00±2.51 57.90±1.89 88.86±1.92
k = 3, (Enid,Al2) 82.17±1.95 86.75±0.48 99.03±0.08 29.76±2.49 57.39±1.88 88.86±1.92
k = 3, (Ef ,Amean) 81.26±1.56 86.17±0.25 96.50±0.21 29.42±2.77 57.41±1.65 90.57±0.86
k = 5, (Eid,Amean) 81.52±1.75 87.24±0.34 98.65±0.16 29.76±2.61 58.19±1.71 88.88±1.84
k = 5, (Enid,Al2) 81.65±2.21 86.92±0.46 98.97±0.08 29.85±2.86 58.09±1.73 89.55±1.25
k = 5, (Ef ,Amean) 80.73±1.19 86.88±0.28 98.46±0.20 29.97±2.60 58.15±1.67 89.21±1.39
From these tables and figures, we can quickly observe that VectorNet configurations
gained the undisputed upper hand in 26 of the 30 contests and jointly achieved the highest
accuracy with the baseline in an additional three. Meanwhile, the baseline only managed to
win one contest outright on the Abalone dataset with six hidden nodes—albeit by a curi-
ously sizable margin. From the graphical representation, it is straightforward to see that the
VectorNet configurations, on average, clearly outperformed the baseline on Pima Indians Di-
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Table 4.11: Accuracy (%) on the directed acyclic graph neural network with 4 hidden nodes
Method PI AQ FC AB WQ HD
Baseline 81.26±1.44 86.72±0.33 98.33±0.15 30.05±2.86 57.07±1.94 89.89±1.79
VectorNet
k = 3, (Eid,Amean) 81.52±1.44 86.84±0.36 98.80±0.06 29.60±2.72 57.51±1.55 88.86±1.99
k = 3, (Enid,Al2) 82.30±1.27 87.03±0.30 99.14±0.12 30.21±2.81 58.19±2.05 89.53±2.19
k = 3, (Ef ,Amean) 81.13±1.88 86.28±0.42 97.54±0.09 29.57±3.15 58.02±1.74 89.88±1.80
k = 5, (Eid,Amean) 82.56±1.70 87.15±0.37 99.10±0.16 29.83±2.61 58.41±2.03 89.55±1.46
k = 5, (Enid,Al2) 81.52±1.62 86.88±0.53 98.89±0.06 30.33±2.79 58.19±1.83 90.21±1.75
k = 5, (Ef ,Amean) 81.91±1.89 87.03±0.33 98.57±0.19 30.33±2.88 58.27±1.81 90.23±0.85
Table 4.12: Accuracy (%) on the directed acyclic graph neural network with 6 hidden nodes
Method PI AQ FC AB WQ HD
Baseline 81.39±1.58 86.49±0.25 98.74±0.16 30.86±2.88 58.13±1.74 89.54±1.83
VectorNet
k = 3, (Eid,Amean) 82.82±1.49 87.02±0.33 98.92±0.08 30.50±2.48 57.64±1.54 89.89±1.52
k = 3, (Enid,Al2) 82.17±1.96 86.71±0.33 98.99±0.19 30.43±3.10 58.41±1.64 89.55±1.46
k = 3, (Ef ,Amean) 81.78±1.82 86.81±0.24 98.04±0.20 30.52±2.86 57.88±1.82 89.55±1.15
k = 5, (Eid,Amean) 82.30±1.70 87.27±0.42 98.94±0.10 29.83±2.86 57.90±1.48 89.89±1.43
k = 5, (Enid,Al2) 82.56±1.59 86.64±0.24 98.99±0.12 30.24±2.95 58.00±1.76 89.87±1.88
k = 5, (Ef ,Amean) 81.26±1.45 86.86±0.34 98.52±0.15 29.73±2.94 57.86±1.45 89.55±1.37
Table 4.13: Accuracy (%) on the directed acyclic graph neural network with 8 hidden nodes
Method PI AQ FC AB WQ HD
Baseline 82.69±1.55 86.62±0.31 98.65±0.07 30.48±2.81 57.64±1.77 89.88±1.54
VectorNet
k = 3, (Eid,Amean) 81.52±1.85 86.73±0.28 98.99±0.12 29.59±2.53 58.21±1.84 89.88±1.62
k = 3, (Enid,Al2) 82.56±1.55 86.64±0.30 99.14±0.06 30.36±2.82 57.98±1.90 89.21±1.55
k = 3, (Ef ,Amean) 82.43±1.34 86.46±0.34 98.32±0.10 30.14±3.03 57.98±1.98 89.21±1.68
k = 5, (Eid,Amean) 82.69±1.43 87.07±0.42 98.92±0.05 29.83±2.76 57.66±1.97 89.55±1.13
k = 5, (Enid,Al2) 82.30±1.99 86.57±0.29 98.92±0.12 30.45±2.93 57.96±1.78 88.86±2.33
k = 5, (Ef ,Amean) 81.78±1.26 86.59±0.28 98.71±0.10 30.48±2.79 58.49±1.84 89.88±1.95
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Table 4.14: Accuracy (%) on the directed acyclic graph neural network with 10 hidden nodes
Method PI AQ FC AB WQ HD
Baseline 81.91±1.25 86.54±0.35 98.75±0.15 30.45±2.83 57.90±1.77 90.21±1.75
VectorNet
k = 3, (Eid,Amean) 82.43±1.35 86.83±0.37 98.90±0.07 30.17±2.73 58.03±1.87 89.88±1.54
k = 3, (Enid,Al2) 82.43±1.65 86.37±0.35 98.87±0.14 30.33±2.96 57.78±1.65 89.54±2.25
k = 3, (Ef ,Amean) 81.65±1.68 86.28±0.29 98.29±0.20 30.43±3.14 58.19±1.82 89.89±0.80
k = 5, (Eid,Amean) 82.17±1.67 86.66±0.40 99.05±0.08 29.88±2.76 57.51±1.60 90.22±1.90
k = 5, (Enid,Al2) 82.82±1.78 86.51±0.21 98.99±0.08 30.45±2.80 57.80±1.80 90.56±1.59
k = 5, (Ef ,Amean) 81.91±2.14 86.64±0.35 98.74±0.15 30.09±2.89 58.02±1.77 90.21±1.66
abetes, Air Quality, Frog Calls, and White Wine Quality while achieving roughly equivalent
performance on the Heart Disease classification objective. Only on Abalone did the baseline
achieve greater performance than the average VectorNet model. It is difficult to interpret why
the vector-weighted models under-performed on Abalone; the most similar dataset in terms
of size and objective was White Wine Quality, in which VectorNet models prevailed. On the
whole, these findings substantiate the out-of-the-box superiority of the DAG neural networks
in the vector space even before hyperparameter tuning. From a glance at the performance
of the various hyperparameter options, we observe once again the diversity in configurations
securing the highest accuracies. There appears to be even greater heterogeneity relative to
our previous studies, with each configuration claiming at least two contests. Unlike previous
results, there are no obvious patterns within any one underlying architecture. This is likely
due to the fact that the definition of architecture in the context of a DAG-NN actually refers
to a broad set of possible topologies (see Lemma 4.4.1). Hence, while in our studies on MLPs
and CNNs each hyperparameter configuration was limited to the defined topology, here our
DAG-NNs were able to evolve topologies with the vector height and expansion/aggregation
pair taken into account, thereby best maximizing the potential of that specific configuration.
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Figure 4.16: Distribution of 5-fold mean test accuracies (%) between the baseline and the
six VectorNet configurations by number of hidden nodes and dataset for the directed acyclic
graph neural networks
Effects of Hyperparameter Selection
In following the methodology of earlier experiments, we calculate the reduction in error at-
tributable to each hyperparameter choice per DAG-NN architecture in Table 4.15. Based
upon the means in the rightmost columns, our statement on the superiority of vector-
weighted networks on average is validated. Just as observed for the multilayer perceptrons,
we see that the arbitrary transform expansion Ef performed the worst of the three expansion
functions. Here however, its detrimental effects actually resulted in a net loss in accuracy
relative to the baseline on four of the five architectures. All other hyperparameter options
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yielded positive reduction in error across the board with the sole exception being models with
three-component vectors for the ten-hidden-node DAG-NNs. Among expansion/aggregation
pairs, (Eid,Amean) and (Enid,Al2) obtained similar error reductions. When all models are
averaged, normalized identity expansion and l2 aggregation comes out on top. Yet, it is in-
teresting to note that (Eid,Amean) achieved greater reductions in error relative to (Enid,Al2)
as the hidden node count increased. In comparing vector heights, we note that models
with five-component vectors outperformed those with three components on all architectures.
When comparing these conclusions across the three sets of architectural families, we note
that the findings here align remarkably well with those unearthed from our MLP experi-
ments, but not as much with our studies on convolutional nets. To a degree this makes
sense: DAG-NNs are essentially generalizations of MLPs, while CNNs introduce a number
of different strategies such as weight sharing and downsampling which conceivably alter the
effects of hyperparameter selection. Yet, the most consequential thing the three studies have
in common is that they each make a compelling case for the value of deep neural networks
in the vector space.
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Table 4.15: Effect of VectorNet hyperparameters on reduction in error relative to baseline
directed acyclic graph neural network by number of hidden nodes (%)
2 Hidden Nodes PI AQ FC AB WQ HD AVG
k = 3 3.26 5.31 24.59 0.36 0.74 2.04 6.05
k = 5 -0.48 7.70 51.06 0.55 2.09 0.03 10.16
(Eid,Amean) 3.49 8.85 45.32 0.58 1.86 -3.15 9.49
(Enid,Al2) 2.79 6.43 62.55 0.47 1.15 -0.05 12.22
(Ef ,Amean) -2.12 4.23 5.62 0.32 1.24 6.30 2.60
4 Hidden Nodes PI AQ FC AB WQ HD AVG
k = 3 2.08 -0.03 9.78 -0.37 1.95 -4.62 1.47
k = 5 3.93 2.26 31.34 0.16 2.84 1.06 6.93
(Eid,Amean) 4.16 2.07 37.13 -0.48 2.07 -6.78 6.36
(Enid,Al2) 3.47 1.77 41.02 0.31 2.61 -0.20 8.16
(Ef ,Amean) 1.39 -0.49 -16.47 -0.14 2.50 1.63 -1.93
6 Hidden Nodes PI AQ FC AB WQ HD AVG
k = 3 4.66 2.64 -7.14 -0.54 -0.37 1.18 0.07
k = 5 3.49 3.21 6.08 -1.34 -0.50 2.20 2.19
(Eid,Amean) 6.29 4.85 15.08 -1.01 -0.86 3.35 4.62
(Enid,Al2) 5.24 1.37 19.84 -0.76 0.18 1.63 4.58
(Ef ,Amean) 0.70 2.55 -36.51 -1.06 -0.62 0.10 -5.81
8 Hidden Nodes PI AQ FC AB WQ HD AVG
k = 3 -3.00 -0.07 12.35 -0.65 0.98 -4.41 0.86
k = 5 -2.50 0.92 14.81 -0.33 0.94 -4.45 1.57
(Eid,Amean) -3.38 2.09 22.59 -1.11 0.70 -1.63 3.21
(Enid,Al2) -1.50 -0.11 28.15 -0.11 0.78 -8.35 3.14
(Ef ,Amean) -3.38 -0.71 -10.00 -0.24 1.40 -3.31 -2.71
10 Hidden Nodes PI AQ FC AB WQ HD AVG
k = 3 1.44 -0.35 -5.07 -0.20 0.24 -4.49 -1.41
k = 5 2.16 0.47 14.13 -0.45 -0.29 1.23 2.87
(Eid,Amean) 2.16 1.52 18.00 -0.61 -0.31 -1.63 3.19
(Enid,Al2) 3.95 -0.74 14.40 -0.09 -0.26 -1.63 2.60
(Ef ,Amean) -0.72 -0.59 -18.80 -0.27 0.49 -1.63 -3.59
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Chapter 5
Neural Architecture Search Over
VectorNet Hyperparameters
Deep neural networks are defined by a large set of hyperparameters which specify both the
structure of the network and the manner in which they are trained. Consider the number
and type of layers in a network, number of nodes per layer, activation functions, mini-batch
size, and learning rate; these encompass only a minute fraction of the possibilities, and each
are consequential to the eventual performance of the model. Therefore, the process of tuning
these values is not to be taken lightly. In practice, approaches can vary from arbitrary and
unstructured (e.g., manual tuning at the discretion of the model engineer) to exhaustive and
systematic (for instance, a grid search over various values for multiple hyperparameters).
The most interesting strategies occupy the middle ground, employing intelligent navigation
of the search space to move toward an optimum hyperparameter set. Techniques concerned
specifically with the tuning of network structure fall in the discipline of neural architecture
search.
As we have submitted, vector-weighted networks are a framework for which there is a
considerably degree of flexibility in the means with which they are applied on top of existing
architectures. In particular to the topic at hand, this flexibility manifests as a collection of
new hyperparameters which likewise play a significant role in the performance of the resul-
tant neural network. In previous chapters, we demonstrated that vector-weighted networks
could be applied over various classes of DNNs, and we did so by building several models
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which varied in these introduced hyperparameters in a grid search-like fashion. By doing so,
we illustrated the versatility of our framework and also shined preliminary insight on the ef-
fect of hyperparameter choices. Importantly, we established that these choices do matter. In
practical usage, a grid search is an exhaustive and time-consuming procedure when we seek
only to build one high-performing model. Just as NAS concerns more efficient techniques
for identifying optimal hyperparameter values, it is vital then for us to address neural ar-
chitecture search for our introduced variables. At this juncture, it is worthwhile to reiterate
the three dimensions of NAS as put forward by Elsken et al.: search space, search strategy,
and performance estimation strategy [53]. In this chapter, we first address search space
by formalizing the set of hyperparameters to tune. Then, we propose a novel evolutionary
algorithm for tuning those hyperparameters, addressing the search and performance estima-
tion strategy. Finally, we demonstrate experimentally that our approach yields models with
improved performance.
5.1 VectorNet Hyperparameters
In our developed theory and experiments from previous chapters, we fleshed out the Vec-
torNet framework and explored the manner in which it could be applied to existing neural
network architectures. The concept of a vector-weighted layer was established, and expan-
sion and aggregation functions were defined for conversion from real to vector values and vice
versa. We applied these concepts by building fully or partially vectorized variants of DNNs.
For instance, when building vector-weighted multilayer perceptrons, we defined the height
of the vectors and the expansion/aggregation pair applied at the beginning and end of the
network. When building our vector-valued convolutional neural networks, we experimented
with partial vectorization by constructing models with only the fully-connected layers given
weights and values in the vector space. From these explorations, we have the following
hyperparameters:





However, as we will see, this is an incomplete characterization. Not yet has the full flexi-
bility offered by the framework been captured and exploited. Consider Figure 5.1a, which
illustrates two vector-weighted layers with intermediate aggregation and expansion. Tak-
ing things a step further is Figure 5.1b, in which VectorNet layers of different height are
present. We note that (1) amount of vectorization can vary greatly and may not necessarily
have a succinct representation such as “full” or “fully-connected”, (2) vector height may
vary throughout our model, and (3) there may be multiple expansions and aggregations
performed.
With these findings taken into account, it may be tempting to define our hyperparameter
configuration on a per-layer basis, but this can be troublesome as layers cannot be treated
independently. Consecutive expansions or aggregations are not allowed, the network must
begin and end in a non-expanded state, and layers cannot have different vector heights with-
out aggregation and expansion performed intermediately. Instead, knowing that expansion
and aggregation functions come in pairs and that layers encompassed by those pairs must
have the same vector height, a more intuitive definition would be to define a configuration
as a series of flows consisting of these encompassed layers. We formally define our hyperpa-
rameters in Definitions 5.1.1 and 5.1.2.
Definition 5.1.1 (Flow). In the context of a deep neural network with l layers, let a flow
be a 5-tuple {ls, le, h, E ,A}, where:
1. ls is the starting layer of the flow such that 1 ≤ ls ≤ l,
2. le is the ending layer of the flow such that ls ≤ le ≤ l,
3. h is the vector height such that h > 1,
4. E is the expansion function, and
5. A is the aggregation function.
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Figure 5.1: (a) A neural network with two nonconsecutive vector-weighted layers (k = 3) (b)
A neural network with two nonconsecutive vector-weighted layers of different heights (k = 3
and k = 4)
Definition 5.1.2 (VectorNet Configuration). Let a VectorNet configuration be a set of k
non-overlapping flows. The condition of non-overlapping flows is violated if there exists two
flows, x and y, such that xls ≤ yls ≤ xle.
Observe Figure 5.2, which depicts a deep neural network with only the VectorNet hyper-
parameters visible. Alternatively, this view may be thought of as a front perspective view
on the model such that network height and depth are visible, but not width (number of
nodes) per layer and individual weight connections. Using the definitions we have presented,









Figure 5.2: A visual representation of a VectorNet configuration consisting of two flows
flow being {2, 3, 3, Eid,Amean} and the other being {4, 4, 2, Enid,Al2}. This notation is capa-
ble of representing the entirety of potential hyperparameter variations for our framework as
presented.
We may be curious to know then what exactly comprises the entirety of possible config-
urations. Namely, for a network with l layers, how many distinct configurations exist? The
answer to this question informs us of the size of the search space we seek to traverse with
the evolutionary algorithm to be presented in the next section. We consider two versions
of this question. First, we concern ourselves with only the arrangement of flows, asking
how many ways there are to position flows within the layers of the network. Then, we take
into account the remaining aspects in vector height, expansion functions, and aggregation
functions to compute the total possible number of distinct configurations. We present the
following rather beautiful theorems and their proofs.
Theorem 5.1.3 (Arrangements of Flows). For a neural network with l layers, the total
possible arrangements of flows fl is defined by the following recurrence relation:
fl = 3fl−1 − fl−2, with f0 = 1 and f1 = 2.
Proof. Consider an encoding of flows with the alphabet {1, 2, 3}, where 1 denotes a layer
without a flow, 2 denotes the start of a new flow, and 3 denotes a continuation of a flow.
In this way, a l-layer network is encoded as a string of length l. Two restrictions on these
strings exist. First, an encoding may not start with 3 as there cannot be a continuation of
a flow in the first layer. And secondly, an encoding may not contain 13 as there cannot be
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a continuation of a flow from a layer without a flow. f0 = 1 vacuously and f1 = 2 from
1 and 2. Consider fl then as the number of strings produced the addition of a symbol to
fl−1 strings of length l − 1. At most there are 3fl−1 candidates, but we must be weary of
appending 3 to a string ending with 1. There are fl−2 such strings, generating by appending
a 1 to each string of length l − 2, and ergo fl = 3fl−1 − fl−2.
Prior to calculating the total number of configurations, it would be helpful to assert an
intermediate result. An l-layer network can have anywhere from 0 to l flows. Among all
arrangements of flows, we count those with the same number of flows:
Theorem 5.1.4 (Arrangements of Flows with n Flows). For a neural network with l layers,












= 1, a vacuous truth. Similarly, for











configuration with one flow. Now, for some l layers and n flows, let us decompose our problem
into subproblems. Clearly, there are at least f1−1,n configurations from simply appending a
layer without a flow. Now we must account for configurations with a flow in the final layer. If
the length of this flow is 1, then that leaves l−1 layers for n−1 remaining flows, or fl−1,n−1.
If the length of this flow is 2, then we have fl−2,n−1. We continue in this fashion until the
length of this flow is such that we only have n− 1 layers left for n− 1 flows—necessarily one
possible configuration—which occurs at length l− n+ 1: fl−(l−n+1),n−1. So in total, we have
the following recurrence:
fl,n = fl−1,n + (fl−1,n−1 + fl−2,n−1 + · · ·+ fl−(l−n+1),n−1),
or more succinctly,





By induction, we now have:
fl,n =
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. By successive applications of Pascal’s identity to the two rightmost terms, we can






















We are now equipped to derive the total number of configurations.
Theorem 5.1.5 (Number of Configurations). Let H, E, and A denote the set of permissible
vector heights, expansion functions, and aggregation functions, respectively. From this, let
v denote the number of variations for a flow, computed as v = |H| × |E| × |A|. Then for a






Proof. Partition the arrangements of flows by number of flows, the counts of which are
given by Theorem 5.1.4. Since a flow has v variations, a configuration with n flows has vn
variations, and the result follows.
5.2 Evolutionary Algorithm
Now that we have established a system for characterizing hyperparameters that expresses the
full flexibility of our framework, we need to develop an approach that can determine which
sets of values yield higher performance for any particular application. Just as techniques
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for neural architecture search across the myriad other hyperparameters that define a DNN
have been devised, it is necessary for us to do the same. Toward this end, we present a
genetic algorithm that will enable efficient search through the architectural space specific to
vector-weighted networks.
5.2.1 Phenotype and Genotype
Before the algorithm can be discussed in detail, the representation of our hyperparameters
must be revisited. In the nomenclature of genetic algorithms, the phenotype describes a
candidate solution at a high level. In our case, the phenotype corresponds to a VectorNet
configuration in an abstract sense, either as presented in Figure 5.2 or its textual represen-
tation pursuant to Definitions 5.1.1 and 5.1.2. However, the phenotype must be encoded
in a manner that permits the processes of genetic algorithms—particularly crossover and
mutation—to occur. This encoding, the genotype, must be determined. The concept of
a collection of flows established in the last section, while elegant, makes a poor genotype
for our algorithm particularly because there is not a straightforward way to generate new
individuals from this characterization via crossover. Ideally, we seek a fixed-length array
of uniformly-encoded values. For these purposes, it is necessary to reconsider a layer-based
representation for our genotype, despite the challenges described previously. The genotype
is specified by Definitions 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.3, and 5.2.4.
Definition 5.2.1 (Expansion Property). Let an expansion property be either (1) a pair
{E , h} with E being an expansion function and h the vector height (h > 1), or (2) ε (null).
Definition 5.2.2 (Aggregation Property). Let an aggregation property be either (1) a sin-
gleton {A} with A being an aggregation function, or (2) ε (null).
Definition 5.2.3 (Layer). In the context of a VectorNet genotype, let a layer be an ordered
pair {PE ,PA}, corresponding to an expansion and aggregation property, respectively.
Definition 5.2.4 (VectorNet Genotype). Let a VectorNet genotype be a well-formed list of
k layers. The list is considered well-formed if (1) its first non-null property is an expansion
property, (2) its last non-null property is an aggregation property, and (3) it does not contain
consecutive non-null expansion properties or consecutive non-null aggregation properties.
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Of the three difficulties described of a layer-based definition in Section 5.1, we manage to
sidestep conflicting vector heights within flows by defining vector height during an expansion
rather than at the layer level. Regarding the difficulties of properly placed expansion and
aggregation functions, we make do with a notion of well-formedness. However, a watchful
eye must be kept on candidate genotypes as they are generated through initialization or
crossover and mutation to ensure this property is not violated.
5.2.2 Initialization
With a genotype definition in place, the details of the algorithm can be articulated. As with
other genetic algorithms, initialization of the population is done through stochastic means,
and we aspire to generate well-formed candidate configurations with diversity throughout
the hyperparameter space. The initialization procedure is outlined by Algorithm 5.1.
The algorithm performs a single pass through the initially empty configuration, randomly
generating expansion properties and aggregation properties according the predefined proba-
bilities P (e) and P (a), respectfully. Note that these are specified to be non-zero probabilities,
which is important to be able to generate genotypes across the search space. The genera-
tion of random expansion properties and random aggregation properties are self-explanatory,
sampling uniformly from the provided sets of possible expansion and aggregation functions
E and A as well as from the integer range of permissible vector heights [[hmin, hmax]]. We
assert that the algorithm preserves the property of well-formedness in Theorem 5.2.5, below.
Theorem 5.2.5. Configurations generated by Algorithm 5.1 are well-formed according to
Definition 5.2.4.
Proof. To be well-formed, a configuration must satisfy three conditions:
1. Its first non-null property is an expansion property. According to the algorithm, a
configuration begins in an unexpanded state (that is, expanded = false). Aggregation
properties cannot be generated as long as this is the case; therefore, the first non-
null property cannot be an aggregation property, and thereby must be an expansion
property.
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Algorithm 5.1 Evolutionary algorithm for VectorNet hyperparameters: initialize()
Require: population size ps, network layers l, expansion probability P (e) > 0, aggregation
probability P (a) > 0, set of possible expansion functions E, set of possible aggregation
functions A, minimum vector height hmin, maximum vector height hmax
1: P ← {}
2: for i = 1 . . . ps do
3: c← new configuration()
4: expanded ← false
5: for j = 1 . . . l do
6: if not expanded then
7: if r sampled from U(0, 1) < P (e) then
8: c[j]PE = new random expansion property from {E, [[hmin, hmax]]}
9: expanded ← true
10: end if
11: end if
12: if expanded then
13: if r sampled from U(0, 1) < P (a) then
14: c[j]PA = new random aggregation property from {A}




19: if expanded then
20: c[l]PA = new random aggregation property from {A}
21: expanded ← false
22: end if
23: P ← P ∪ n
24: end for
25: return P
2. Its last non-null property is an aggregation property. If the loop in lines 5-18 concludes
in an unexpanded state, then the last non-null property is necessarily an aggregation
property. Otherwise, the loop will have concluded in an expanded state, in which the
conditional in lines 19-22 will fire, ensuring the addition of a final aggregation property.
3. It does not contain consecutive non-null expansion properties or consecutive non-null
aggregation properties. The addition of an expansion property sets expanded to true.
Expansion properties cannot be generated when expanded is true. Likewise, the ad-
dition of an aggregation property sets expanded to false, and aggregation properties
cannot be generated while expanded is false. These policies enforce strict alternation.
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Another valuable result would be to demonstrate that our initialization algorithm is
capable of generating any configuration in the search space, as done in Theorem 5.2.6:
Theorem 5.2.6. Algorithm 5.1 is capable of generating any VectorNet configuration as
described in Definition 5.1.2 w.r.t. a DNN with l layers and the search space defined by E,
A, hmin, and hmax.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary configuration consisting of a set of k flows. The flows can be
ordered ascending and non-overlapping (for two adjacent flows x and y, xle < yls). Our
algorithm can build the first flow by performing expansion at ls and aggregation at le.
Expansion is necessarily possible at ls since the configuration must be unexpanded at this
point by Theorem 5.2.5. Likewise, aggregation must be possible at le by the same theorem.
h, E , and A are trivial to satisfy. Since the configuration must be unexpanded after le, the
next flow can be built following the same reasoning, and by induction, all remaining flows
can be built in order.
5.2.3 Evaluation of Fitness
Our initial population of configurations encompasses the diversity of the search space at
hand. The next step is to apply evolutionary pressure with respect to some fitness function
F . Unfit candidates are purged from the population while fit candidates persevere and evolve
through recombination and mutation. After multiple iterations, the intention is to arrive at
a population of VectorNet configurations conducive to high performance when fully trained.
What, then, is the fitness function to be utilized? The most straightforward choice for F
would be the loss of the fully trained model (or rather negative loss, since lower loss equates
to higher fitness). Alternatively, metrics such as accuracy, F1 score, AUC, or combinations
thereof could be employed as determined by the neural network practitioner. However,
note that any of these options demands that a candidate configuration be fully trained to
evaluate its fitness. This can be a prohibitively time-consuming process for large datasets or
models. Instead, trading away accuracy for efficiency via some estimation of configuration
fitness would be desirable. This can be accomplished by lower fidelity estimates such as
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shorter training [70] or using subsets of the training data [71]. These strategies allow us to
dramatically decrease the training time while retaining the ability to select high-performing
configurations. As an example, consider a simple fitness estimation strategy consisting of
gradually increasing fidelities [94] [95] on a per-generation basis. If a model is to be fully
trained with E epochs and T training instances, for generation g of G our scheme prescribes
training the model for eg epochs with a subset of the training data containing tg instances,
where:
eg = dE ×
g
G




For a more flexible and generalized approach, user-defined schedules can be utilized. We
can use two ordered lists Eschd and Tschd of length G consisting of non-descending values in
the interval (0, 1]. The values in these lists at index g − 1 denote the fraction of epochs and
training instances to be used for generation g:
eg = dE × Eschd[g]e and tg = dT × Tschd[g]e.
The reasoning behind these approaches is that in early generations, exact measurements of
model performance via full training are less important, and broader estimates are more than
sufficient to identify better-performing configurations amongst a field of randomly-generated
genotypes without substantial evolutionary pressure applied. However, as the population
becomes more and more fit, the accuracy of fitness estimation becomes progressively more
critical in later generations when distinguishing between higher-quality candidates. In sum-
mary, this estimation strategy intelligently capitalizes on the changing relative importance
of efficiency versus accuracy as the algorithm advances.
5.2.4 Selection
We employ an efficient rank selection procedure as presented in Algorithm 5.2. In this
procedure, we sample pairs of configurations using weighted random sampling that favors
candidates with higher fitness. Our algorithm is a generalized adaptation of the selection
method described for DAG-NNs in Algorithm 4.2. Specifically, a random value r is sampled
uniformly from [0, 1], which is then passed through a power function defined as ps × rsp,
where parameters ps and sp correspond to the population size and the selection pressure.
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Finally, the resultant value is floored. This step is seen in lines 4 and 5. This value corre-
sponds to the index of a candidate from the population as a sorted list. Figure 5.3 provides
clarity on this approach, depicting the weight generation procedure and the corresponding
selection probabilities for a population of size 10 with a selection pressure of 2. The value of
sp correlates with the relative likelihood of fitter candidates being selected over less fit candi-
dates. An sp of 1 is egalitarian selection, where all candidates have an equal chance of being
selected. Hence, for our genetic algorithm to move toward higher-performing configurations,
sp must be set above 1, with higher values corresponding to greater favoritism towards fitter
candidates. We can directly compute the selection probabilities for each candidate under
this method as elucidated by the following theorem.










Proof. We can see that the effect of linking the result of the floor function to an index is to
assign values in the interval [k − 1, k) to the kth fittest candidate. For instance, the interval
[0, 1) maps to index 0, the index of the top 1 fittest candidate. Therefore, the probability
of selection is equal to range of values from the original uniform distribution that map to
that interval (divided by the total range of values, but that is 1 in our case). Since power
functions with positive exponents are strictly increasing over [0, 1], that range can be simply
found by finding the value r1 that maps to k and subtracting from it the value r2 that maps
to k − 1. From this we can solve for r1 as:












Likewise r2 is solved for as:











An advantage of this technique is the capability to adjust sp for the purposes of greater
population diversity (encouraging model exploration) or pursuit of high fitness (encouraging
model exploitation)—dynamically if desired—and all the while individual selection can be
performed inO(1) time with no comparison of fitness necessary once the population is sorted.
Algorithm 5.2 Evolutionary algorithm for VectorNet hyperparameters: nextGenera-
tion()
Require: population P , population size ps, selection pressure sp > 1
1: P ′ ← {}
2: sort P by F descending
3: for i = 1 . . . ps do
4: a← bps× (r sampled from U(0, 1))spc
5: b← bps× (r sampled from U(0, 1))spc
6: c← mutate(crossover(P [a], P [b]))
7: P ′ ← P ′ ∪ c
8: end for
9: return P ′
The pairs selected with this approach are recombined and mutated as shown in line 6 to
generate new candidates for the subsequent generation, the specifics of which are discussed
in the next section.
5.2.5 Crossover and Mutation
In genetic algorithms, two processes are chiefly responsible for the algorithm’s ability to
navigate the search space toward global optima. In crossover, two parent configurations are
recombined to generate a new configuration sharing traits from each. The algorithm for
this process is detailed in Algorithm 5.3. Because of the fixed-length, uniformly-encoded
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Figure 5.3: (a) The weight generation procedure for a population of size 10 with a selection
pressure of 2. Blue displays the random values passed through the power function while
orange depicts the result of flooring to obtain a candidate index (b) The corresponding
selection probabilities for each candidate
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genotype representation established in Definition 5.2.4, we can employ a simple one-point
crossover. This is performed by randomly selecting a crossover point p and then merging
all layers preceding and up to p from the first parent with all layers succeeding p from
the second parent, as seen in lines 1 and 2. Note that the point is chosen such that the
child genotype is guaranteed to retain at least one layer from either parent. However, a
child produced from one-point crossover alone is liable to violate the well-formed property.
Flows from the parents may collide, resulting in consecutive expansions or aggregations. To
rectify this, we perform a scan through the configuration, identifying violations and repairing
them either by (1) removing the recurring property with probability p(er) or p(ar) or (2)
inserting the alternate property immediately before with the complement probabilities. Both
avenues for rectification exist in order to prevent configurations from depleting or exploding
in the amount of expansions and aggregations in later generations. A curious feature of
this crossover strategy is the potential for spontaneous diversity in the child genotype not
originally present in either parent—typically a feature exclusive to mutation.
Mutation is the second process for moving toward optimal solutions and is comparatively
simpler in our algorithm. All expansion and aggregation properties in the configuration have
a small chance of mutating; functions are redrawn from E and A with probability p(fm)
and vector heights either increase or decrease by one with probability p(hm). This process
is detailed in Algorithm 5.4.
Figure 5.4 illustrates crossover and mutation in action. In the diagram, the first two
configurations are the input parent genotypes resulting in the child genotype. One-point
crossover is performed at layer 2; however, note that naive crossover results in an ill-formed
child with consecutive expansions. To address this, rectification is performed per Algorithm
5.3 by the insertion of a new aggregation function (the alternate potentiality would have been
the removal of the second expansion function). Note also the random mutation occurring in
the final aggregation property.
5.2.6 Termination
The evolutionary algorithm terminates after running for G generations, after which the best-
performing configuration as determined by F is selected. The outline for the main algorithm
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Algorithm 5.3 Evolutionary algorithm for VectorNet hyperparameters: crossover()
Require: pair of configurations c1 and c2, network layers l, rectify by expansion removal
probability P (er), rectify by aggregation removal probability P (ar), set of possible ex-
pansion functions E, set of possible aggregation functions A, minimum vector height
hmin, maximum vector height hmax
1: p← r sampled from U{1, l − 1}
2: c←concatenate(c1[layers 1 to p], c2[layers p+ 1 to end])
3: expanded ← false
4: for i = 1 . . . l do
5: if c[i]PE is not null then
6: if expanded then
7: if r sampled from U(0, 1) < P (er) then
8: c[i]PE ← null
9: else
10: c[i− 1]PA = new random aggregation property from {A}
11: end if
12: end if
13: expanded ← true
14: end if
15: if c[i]PA is not null then
16: if not expanded then
17: if r sampled from U(0, 1) < P (ar) then
18: c[i]PA ← null
19: else
20: c[i]PE = new random expansion property from {E, [[hmin, hmax]]}
21: end if
22: end if
23: expanded ← false
24: end if
25: end for
26: if expanded then
27: n[l]PA = new random aggregation property from {A}
28: expanded ← false
29: end if
30: return c
is shown in Algorithm 5.5.
It is important to verify that our proposed method is capable of producing any config-
uration across the search space as the final output, a clearly essential property of a search
algorithm. We affirm this in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2.8. The proposed search algorithm is capable of producing any VectorNet con-
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Algorithm 5.4 Evolutionary algorithm for VectorNet hyperparameters: mutate()
Require: configuration c, network layers l, function mutation probability P (fm), vector
height mutation probability P (hm), set of possible expansion functions E, set of possible
aggregation functions A, minimum vector height hmin, maximum vector height hmax
1: for i = 1 . . . l do
2: if c[i]PE is not null then
3: if r sampled from U(0, 1) < P (fm) then
4: c[i]PEE ← E sampled from E
5: end if
6: if r sampled from U(0, 1) < P (hm) then
7: if r sampled from U(0, 1) < .5 then
8: c[i]PEh ←min(c[i]PEh + 1, hmax)
9: else




14: if c[i]PA is not null then
15: if r sampled from U(0, 1) < P (fm) then





figuration (defined in Definition 5.1.2) as its final output, given that the population size is
sufficiently large and the probability of any mutation occurring is less than one.
Proof. By Theorem 5.2.6, any configuration can be generated during initialization. In sub-
sequent generations, any such configuration can persevere through crossover with itself and
lack of mutation events.
Algorithm 5.5 Evolutionary algorithm for VectorNet hyperparameters: main()
Require: generations G
1: P ←initialize()
2: for g = 1 . . . G do
3: P ←nextGeneration()
4: end for





Figure 5.4: Crossover and mutation of two parent configurations (top and middle) resulting
in a child configuration (bottom). Effects related to crossover and mutation are denoted in
green and red, respectively
The proof hinges on the persistence of configurations at initialization, which is why
a sufficiently large population size is a necessary stipulation. We acknowledge that this
is a weaker variant of the property that any configuration can be generated regardless of
initial population, which cannot be proven for our algorithm. Consider an initial population
completely void of expansion properties in the first layer; our algorithm would be unable to
generate genotypes with expansion properties in that layer in later generations. However,
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Figure 5.5: Contents of the EvoPop class
1 class EvoPop(object):
2
3 def __init__(self, length, pop_size):
4 self.length = length
5 self.pop_size = pop_size
6 self.pop = [EvoConfig(self.length) for i in
range(self.pop_size)]↪→
7
8 def evolve(self, fitness):
9 order = np.argsort(fitness)
10 selected = order[(np.random.uniform(size=(2, self.pop_size))
** SEL_PRESSURE * self.pop_size).astype(int)]↪→
11 new_pop = []
12 for i in range(self.pop_size):




16 self.pop = new_pop
such a scenario is probabilistically unlikely to occur in a population of sufficient size—and
consequently diversity—and as such, we consider this special case to be inconsequential.
5.3 Implementation
In order to run experiments on our evolutionary algorithm, we constructed a Python module
to generate and evolve VectorNet configurations. Since this module is only concerned with
manipulation of configurations rather than any specific construction or training of models,
we designed it to be used adjunct to an implementation of VectorNet rather than integrating
it into our previously constructed module. This way, we were able to focus unfettered upon
faithfully reproducing the theory in this chapter. Futhermore, this implementation-agnostic
approach enables our module to be used with any realization of vector-weighted networks.
Use of our implementation revolves around instantiation of an EvoPop object correspond-
ing to a population of configurations. An EvoPop is composed of EvoConfigs, which in turn
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Figure 5.6: Contents of the EvoConfig class related to intialization
1 class EvoConfig(object):
2
3 def __init__(self, length):
4 self.length = length
5 self.config = self.new_config(self.length)
6
7 def new_config(self, length):
8 config = [EvoLayer() for i in range(length)]
9 expanded = False
10 for i in config:
11 if not expanded:
12 if random.random() < EXP_PROB:
13 i.e = Expansion(rand=True)
14 expanded = True
15 if expanded:
16 if random.random() < AGG_PROB:
17 i.a = Aggregation(rand=True)
18 expanded = False
19 if expanded:
20 config[-1].a = Aggregation(rand=True)
21 return config
22 # ...
consist of EvoLayers, which in turn consist of an Expansion and Aggregation. The code
snippets included here are a careful realization of the sub-algorithms described in detail in
Section 5.2. Figure 5.5 displays the inner workings of an EvoPop, which manages initializa-
tion and evolution of a population of VectorNet configurations (EvoConfigs). Figures 5.6
and 5.7 illustrate an individual (EvoConfig), which initializes and manages the contents of
its layers (described by Figure 5.8) as well as the crossover and mutation operations when
called upon by the EvoPop. For the complete module source code and example usage, see
Appendix B.
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Figure 5.7: The crossover and mutate functions in the EvoConfig class
1 @staticmethod
2 def crossover(x, y):
3 point = random.randint(1, x.length - 1)
4 new = EvoConfig(x.length, False)
5 new.config = copy.deepcopy(x.config[:point]) +
copy.deepcopy(y.config[point:])↪→
6 expanded = False
7 for ind, i in enumerate(new.config):
8 if i.e:
9 if expanded:
10 if random.random() < FIX_REM_EXP:
11 i.e = None
12 else:
13 new.config[ind - 1].a = Aggregation(rand=True)
14 expanded = True
15 if i.a:
16 if not expanded:
17 if random.random() < FIX_REM_AGG:
18 i.a = None
19 else:
20 i.e = Expansion(rand=True)
21 expanded = False
22 if expanded:




27 for i in self.config:
28 if i.e:
29 if random.random() < SIZ_MUT_PROB:
30 i.e.size = min(max(i.e.size + random.randint(0,1) *
2 - 1, VEC_MIN), VEC_MAX)↪→
31 if random.random() < FCT_MUT_PROB:
32 i.e.fct = random.choice(EXP_FCT)
33 if i.a:
34 if random.random() < FCT_MUT_PROB:
35 i.a.fct = random.choice(AGG_FCT)
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4 self.e = None




9 def __init__(self, rand=False, fct=None, size=None):
10 self.fct = fct if not rand else random.choice(EXP_FCT)





15 def __init__(self, rand=False, fct=None):
16 self.fct = fct if not rand else random.choice(AGG_FCT)
5.4 Experiments
In this section, we employ our proposed genetic algorithm to assess its effectiveness in iden-
tifying high-performing VectorNet configurations. We conceive two varieties of experiments.
In the first, we conduct a preliminary evaluation of the algorithm with reduced, constant
hyperparameters among generations to verify generation-over-generation improvement in
configuration fitness. In the second, we evaluate the aptitude the full algorithm, compar-
ing against the results attained by the simple configurations used in the previous chapter.
All experiments were run via our implementation on NVIDIA Quadro RTX 8000 graphics
processing units.
5.4.1 Preliminary Evaluation
In our algorithm, we utilize a strategy of gradually increasing fidelities in which training
is done on greater numbers of epochs and larger subsets of training data as the algorithm
iterates. This strategy greatly improves efficiency, but it also hampers objective evaluation of
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the algorithm with regards to its ability to move toward optima. In other words, it is crucial
to validate the assertion that configuration fitness increases per generation. This can only
be done if fitness is evaluated in the same manner for every generation by using the same
number of epochs and subset of training data. Toward this end, we run a set of experiments
following this procedure and compute the population fitness over each generation.
Settings
For this study, we reemployed two neural network architectures conceived in experiments
from Chapter 4, specifically the third multilayer perceptron and the first convolutional neu-
ral network. All hyperparameters and auxiliary settings were inherited from the original
experimental settings except for modifications prescribed by the evolutionary algorithm, de-
tailed subsequently. Note that directed acyclic graph neural networks were unused because
there is not an immediately intuitive way to apply flows, and especially flows of differing
heights, to a DAG-NN. Since inputs to a node may come from any earlier nodes in the
topological ordering, the presence of flows means that inputs could be of nonuniform vector
heights. This may be the subject of future work but is omitted here.
We applied our novel genetic algorithm on all twelve benchmark datasets described in
Section 4.1 using the multilayer perceptron as the base architecture for the machine learning
datasets and the convolutional neural network for the computer vision datasets. Data prepro-
cessing was carried out in exactly the same fashion as the prior investigations for consistency.
One important adjustment was a modification of the data splits used during training and
evaluation. Being that the genetic algorithm requires some estimation of performance while
navigating the configuration search space, it was necessary to create a validation set for this
purpose. For the machine learning datasets which do not have predefined splits, we used the
canonical 60/20/20 train/validate/test split put forth by Ng [96]. For the computer vision
benchmarks that do have defined train-test splits, we created validation sets from the final
20% of instances from the training sets. The validation set was used to gauge configuration
fitness for the selection phase of the algorithm. Evaluation on the test set was also performed,
but this was strictly for analysis purposes and played no part in the selection process.
There are a number of parameters which dictate the execution of the algorithm. The
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most fundamental is the number of layers as defined by the underlying network structure.
Our MLP is a five-layer network, and for the purposes of our algorithm we treated the
convolutional net as a five-layer network as well. We arrived at this figure by grouping
pooling layers with the convolutional layer they follow since there is little added value in
performing expansion or aggregation prior to a pooling layer. Among tunable parameters,
the major settings are the population size and number of generations, for which we decided
upon a population of twenty configurations, evolved over ten generations. As discussed,
our motivation for the preliminary evaluation was to use constant training epochs and data
subsets for all generations to verify that the proposed approach is capable of navigating the
search space and maneuvering toward high-performing VectorNet configurations. We elected
to train for thirty epochs per generation on one thousand instances of the training data (for
training sets with less than a thousand instances, we trained on the entire data). The entire
list of selected parameters can be found in Table 5.1.







training subset min(1000, number of instances)
expansion probability .6
aggregation probability .4
expansion function set {Eid, Enid, Ef}
aggregation function set {Amean,Al2}
minimum vector height 2
maximum vector height 6
rectify by expansion removal probability .5
rectify by aggregation removal probability .5
A handful of these settings are of interest. We set the expansion probability to .6—
somewhat higher than the aggregation probability of .4—to encourage the presence of vec-
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torization in the initial population. The “default” selection pressure of 2 was used as depicted
in Figure 5.3 and employed earlier in the algorithm for training DAG-NNs. Now, examine the
parameters which define the configuration search space. We bounded our vector heights to
the interval [[2, 6]], enabling more flexibility than in previous experiments when we restricted
heights to k ∈ {3, 5}. Additionally, we used the same set of expansion and aggregation
functions as were available in our Chapter 4 studies, but here we did not restrict the pair-
ings. This way, three previously unseen pairs can be generated: (Eid,Al2), (Enid,Amean), and
(Ef ,Al2). And of course, the algorithm enables arrangements of flows never explored before.
Let us quantify the size of the search space using our introduced theorems. As our
networks have five layers, there are 89 possible arrangements of flows per Theorem 5.1.3,
and there is 1 arrangement with no flows, 15 with one flow, 35 with two, 28 with three, 9
with four, and 1 with five, all per Theorem 5.1.4. Based on our parameters, there are 5
available vector heights, 3 expansion functions, and 2 aggregation functions, resulting in 30
total flow variants. Thus, by Theorem 5.1.5, there are in total 1 × 300 + 15 × 301 + 35 ×
302 + 28× 303 + 9× 304 + 1× 305 = 32,377,951 possible VectorNet configurations. When
compared with the grid searches from the prior chapter which were conducted on at most
twelve configurations, we can come to appreciate the usefulness of our proposed evolutionary
search.
Results
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 depict box plots of the population accuracies per generation—along
with the corresponding medians and means—for the machine learning and computer vision
benchmarks, respectively. This is done for both the validation (top) and test (bottom)
sets. Outliers corresponding entirely to divergent or otherwise failed models were included
in computation and presentation of the medians and means, but were excluded from the
visualization of the box plots so that focus could be drawn toward the fitness of the population
on average. For the purposes of quantitative analysis, we also report the median accuracies
on both data splits for the first and final epochs, the resultant reduction in error, and the
mean per-generation reduction in error, included in Table 5.2.






















































































































































































Figure 5.9: Box plots of the validation and test accuracies per generation with medians and
means depicted for the preliminary evaluation of the evolutionary algorithm for VectorNet















































































































































































Figure 5.10: Box plots of the validation and test accuracies per generation with medians and
means depicted for the preliminary evaluation of the evolutionary algorithm for VectorNet
hyperparameters: computer vision datasets
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Table 5.2: Population median accuracies and reductions in error (%) for the preliminary




















Pima Indians Diabetes 75.16 83.01 31.58 3.81 64.29 77.92 38.18 4.73
Air Quality 79.71 82.44 13.48 1.55 80.75 83.39 13.71 1.59
Frog Calls 88.92 96.80 71.16 10.76 88.60 96.84 72.26 10.68
Abalone 14.35 19.74 6.28 0.70 17.25 18.98 2.10 0.22
White Wine Quality 46.88 51.23 8.17 0.88 53.16 55.82 5.66 0.60
Heart Disease 56.67 82.50 59.62 7.52 50.00 75.42 50.85 6.62
Computer Vision
MNIST 95.59 96.14 12.38 1.38 95.70 96.25 12.79 1.39
Fashion-MNIST 79.17 82.93 18.08 2.15 78.11 82.20 18.71 2.23
Kuzushiji-MNIST 90.89 92.31 15.59 1.82 79.09 81.16 9.90 1.11
SVHN 19.97 70.20 62.76 9.01 20.37 71.39 64.08 9.34
CIFAR-10 38.89 45.67 11.10 1.28 39.25 45.29 9.94 1.13
STL-10 39.70 44.95 8.71 0.98 39.29 44.43 8.46 0.95
and therefore the analysis lies in the relative fitness of the population per generation rather
than the fitness scores themselves. Knowing this, the box plots make it visually evident
that our genetic algorithm succeeded in identifying and evolving improved solutions. This
is reflected in both the validation and test data, for which we also note the remarkable
consistency in results between the two sets. Across all datasets, the medians were stable
in their increase generation over generation, and the improvements in fitness were often
particularly dramatic; for the Street View House Numbers benchmark, the median accuracy
more than tripled on both the validation and test sets and the variance within the population
also tightened considerably. The means also reflected improvements in fitness, although
they were at times more volatile due to outliers. Poorly-performing models were sometimes
introduced through crossover and mutation—for instance during the experiments on MNIST
at generation seven—but they had little effect on the overall performance of the algorithm.
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Table 5.2 numerically affirms the effectiveness of the genetic algorithm, which achieved
a total and mean reduction in error for every dataset and data split. On Frog Calls, Heart
Disease, and SVHN, the search resulted in over 50% in total error reduction on both the val-
idation and test sets, a staggering figure. The datasets on which the most modest reductions
were attained were the Abalone, White Wine Quality, and STL-10 benchmarks. These are
among the most difficult datasets in terms of learning objective, so a likely explanation for
this result is that they were disproportionately hindered by the limitations in input data and
training time. Overall, the preliminary evaluation validates the efficacy of our approach, and
we have the confidence to conduct our principal experiments on the full-fledged algorithm.
5.4.2 Main Experiments
In our main experiments, we exploit the full faculties of our evolutionary algorithm to (1)
examine the qualities of the produced configurations and (2) to compare the performance of
the resultant models against those obtained in the basic grid search from our earlier studies.
Settings
These experiments retained the majority of the settings used in the preliminary evaluation,
which itself inherited the settings from the experiments run in Chapter 4. Accordingly, the
same multilayer perceptron and convolutional neural network from our preliminary study
(corresponding to the third MLP and first CNN employed in Chapter 4) were used here. In
this way, the results garnered from this study can be compared to those of the studies from
that chapter.
The complete set of parameters for the search algorithm are shown in Table 5.3. The most
pivotal adjustment was the relaxation of the training subset and epoch limitations. In the
preliminary evaluation, we restricted both to values impractical in earnest application of our
procedure. Here, we substituted these curtailments with training subset and epoch schedules,
denoted respectively as Tschd and Eschd, based upon the principle of gradually increasing
fidelities described in Section 5.2.3 and inspired by existing literature [53]. These schedules
are designed to strike a meticulous balance between efficiency and accuracy and are defined
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epoch schedule [.1, .1, .1, .2, .2, .3, .3, .5, .5, 1]
training subset schedule [.1, .1, .1, .2, .2, .3, .3, .5, .5, 1]
expansion probability .6
aggregation probability .4
expansion function set {Eid, Enid, Ef}
aggregation function set {Amean,Al2 ,Amax,Amed}
minimum vector height 2
maximum vector height 6
rectify by expansion removal probability .5
rectify by aggregation removal probability .5
as proportions of the full training set and training time. Note that per the initial studies
on architectural families, a full training is 300 epochs on the entire training split. We used
the following schedule for both parameters: Tschd = Eschd = [.1, .1, .1, .2, .2, .3, .3, .5, .5, 1]. As
can be seen, the rather stringent limitations from the preliminary evaluation were preserved
in the earlier generations, based on the effectiveness of the algorithm in scaling the search
space demonstrated in that study. In later generations, the proportions were raised in order
to help the algorithm differentiate between relatively fit candidates.
Another revision we made was the introduction of two new aggregation functions. Given
the capabilities of the search algorithm, we took this opportunity to explore the effectiveness
of these additional functions of interest:
• Maximum, denoted byAmax. The vector maximum can be thought of as selection of the
component with the strongest response. During backpropagation, the error gradient
only flows through this component.
• Median, denoted by Amed. Being another measure of center, the median can be re-
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garded as an alternative for Amean. The key difference in training behavior is that,
similarly to Amax, the gradient flows only through the median component during back-
propagation.
These additions bring the number of flow variants to sixty, and with the values previously
computed in our preliminary evaluation, we can update the size of the search space by
Theorem 5.1.5 to 1× 600 + 15× 601 + 35× 602 + 28× 603 + 9× 604 + 1× 605 = 900,414,901
configurations.
Upon conclusion of the hyperparameter search algorithm, the configuration with the
highest validation fitness was returned. Using this configuration, we conducted one final
training by reuniting the training and validation sets and training for a full 300 training
epochs. In this way, the settings coincided with those used in the Chapter 4 studies for
impartial comparison. One inconsistency is the use of 5-fold cross validation in the earlier
experiments on the machine learning benchmarks. This was not done here because the use
of a subset of the dataset for validation during the search algorithm would result in an
advantage for folds which test on that subset. To resolve this, we report and compare with
the accuracies of only the fifth folds from the original study, which by training on the first
80% of the dataset and testing on the final 20%, utilized the same data split as done here.
Results
Selected Configurations The model configurations returned by our genetic search algo-
rithm are unveiled in Figure 5.13. There are a number of compelling findings and trends
worthy of mention in these configurations. The first pattern that ought to be noted is the
exceptional heterogeneity of flow arrangements, vector heights and mean and aggregation
functions present. In fact, in this colorful display, every possible vector height, expan-
sion function, and aggregation function was represented, expansion and aggregation were
performed multiple times at every layer, and flows of nearly all lengths can be observed—
although intriguingly, no selected configuration exhibited single-flow full vectorization. This
tells us that our algorithm explored and settled in regions of the search space far differ-
ent than that of our grid search and lends additional credence to the importance of our
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approach. Among all configurations, CIFAR-10 was allocated the greatest amount of vec-
torization, while the returned configuration for Heart Disease exhibited the least. If more
evidence was needed as to the merit of vector-space networks, observe that a real-valued
network was not selected for any of the twelve datasets.
Table 5.4: Frequency of values per flow attribute as selected by the evolutionary algorithm
Vector Height Expansion Aggregation
k = 2 5 Eid 14 Amean 11
k = 3 4 Enid 6 Al2 4
k = 4 4 Ef 6 Amax 8
k = 5 5 Amed 3
k = 6 8
In order to gain further insight into the nature of configurations selected by our algo-
rithm, we present the frequencies of values selected for each flow attribute in Table 5.4. The
most apt summary is that every hyperparameter setting had utility, but some had more
utility than others. From the distribution of values over vector height on the twenty-six
flows, we observe a fairly uniform distribution. However, the highest number of components,
k = 6, was utilized in a noticeable plurality of flows. This suggests that there would have
been a benefit in increasing the value of hmax to permit exploration into even larger vectors.
For expansion functions, identity expansion was actually employed in a majority of flows,
with Enid and Ef evenly splitting the remainder at six apiece. Meanwhile, mean aggregation
was the most-commonly selected aggregation function, although the newly-introduced max
aggregation enjoyed frequent usage as well. During our initial development of the theory
involving expansion and aggregation functions, we pitched (Eid,Amean) and (Enid,Al2) as
key theoretically useful pairs for use in our framework. Based on this empirical analysis,
(Eid,Amean)—and possibly (Eid,Amax)—appear to be more deserving of use as default set-
tings. Even so, this study demonstrates that there is certainly value in various expansion
and aggregation functions. One particularly intriguing avenue is the evolution of individual
functions for the arbitrary transform function rather than using the predefined transform






























































































Figure 5.13: VectorNet configurations selected by our evolutionary algorithm
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Model Performance We trained models utilizing the configurations selected by our evo-
lutionary algorithm and present the results in Table 5.5. For comparison, we report the
accuracies of the best-performing models identified by the grid searches we conducted in
Chapter 4 and designate the superior accuracies in boldface. For further evaluation, we also
report and compare the population mean accuracies. For the grid search, this corresponds
to the mean test accuracy of the entire set of trained models, whereas for the evolutionary
search this corresponds to the mean test accuracy of the population in the last generation (as
we described, we assessed test accuracies for subsequent analysis even though they played no
part in the algorithm). This is a disadvantageous comparison for the evolutionary algorithm
because it trained on less data owing to the held-out validation set, but nevertheless we use
it to gauge our search strategy’s ability to find a strong set of candidate configurations.
Table 5.5: Comparison of accuracies (%) between models identified by the grid search and
evolutionary algorithm
Dataset
Selected Model Population Mean
Grid Search EA Grid Search EA
Machine Learning
Pima Indians Diabetes 79.08 80.52 78.98 81.33
Air Quality 88.85 88.53 88.43 87.55
Frog Calls 99.24 99.17 99.04 99.22
Abalone 31.50 29.10 25.01 25.63
White Wine Quality 61.08 61.43 60.38 57.70
Heart Disease 77.97 79.66 77.68 76.95
Computer Vision
MNIST 99.65 99.65 99.58 99.60
Fashion-MNIST 93.62 93.27 92.40 92.64
Kuzushiji-MNIST 98.15 97.97 97.87 97.75
SVHN 93.79 94.21 92.67 93.49
CIFAR-10 79.85 81.16 74.62 79.76
STL-10 62.65 62.28 55.42 58.79
Average 80.45 80.58 78.51 79.20
From the table, we note that our evolutionary algorithm outperformed the grid search on
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average by a slim margin. In terms of individual datasets, the grid search notched higher ac-
curacies outright in six contests to our algorithm’s five, with the same performance achieved
on MNIST. This is a difficult outcome to interpret; at face value, it appears the search strate-
gies performed roughly similarly. However, consider that the grid searches had their pick
of six or twelve fully trained networks, whereas our procedure for the evolutionary search
involved full training on only one network. From this perspective, our search strategy per-
formed admirably well. In addition, consider potential discrepancies between validation and
test performance such that the configuration selected based on validation fitness may not
attain the highest accuracy on the test data. Hence, full training on the top-k fittest config-
urations would address these concerns and inequities and would likely further set apart the
reported performance of our algorithm. In any case, these are primarily meta-experimental
matters; all things considered, we have demonstrated the viability of our evolutionary search
in traversing a massive search space and identifying highly-competitive configurations.
For additional context, we examine the mean accuracies across the populations, for which
our genetic algorithm exhibited greater relative success, claiming eight of twelve contests.
From a certain standpoint, this is expected, since the parameters for grid search were cho-
sen without prior knowledge of settings conducive to high performance, whereas for the
evolutionary search this knowledge was intuited and leveraged by the algorithm. Yet, no
prior knowledge was exploited either when setting the initial parameters for the evolutionary
search, a fact which would seem to validate its utility. Recall that the mean test accuracies
reported for the evolved populations were for models trained on 20-25% less data than those
for the grid search, which makes its success all the more impressive. Based on this result,
we infer that the evolved networks—having been sourced from a population with consider-
ably higher fitness than that of the grid search—are far better positioned to yield superior




At this juncture, let us review the contributions made thus far to the body of knowledge re-
garding vector-weighted DNNs. We established the theoretical framework of vector values in
neural networks, applied the theory to multiple neural network architectures, and developed
a search algorithm for optimizing the parameters that define exactly how the framework is
applied. We performed extensive experiments on benchmark datasets, finding that VectorNet
improves the performance of neural network models. It is fair to say we have demonstrated
the value of our contributions. And with these fundamentals established, we turn our atten-
tion to the useful application of what we have devised. We dedicate this chapter to a pair
of case studies concerning domains of great significance: medical diagnosis and computer
security. Specifically, the case studies involve data collected for the purposes of diagnosis
of schizophrenia and static malware detection. The motivation of the following inquiries
is twofold: to show that VectorNet can enhance the capabilities of artificial intelligence in
practical and meaningful ways across different fields, and also to advance knowledge in those
fields themselves. Our ambition here is to extend beyond the domain of machine learning
and achieve results that prove consequential to the medical and cybersecurity communities.
6.1 Diagnosis of Schizophrenia
Schizophrenia is a well-known but poorly understood mental disorder which manifests pri-
marily as paranoid delusions and aural hallucinations. The disorder affects about 1% of the
worldwide population, but afflicted individuals suffer greatly, with homelessness and criminal
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delinquency common. Despite centuries of study and intrigue, little progress has been made
in the prevention or treatment of the disorder, and rates of prevalence have remained largely
unchanged [97].
As scientists have sought to better comprehend the underlying causes of schizophrenia
throughout the years, many different perspectives have been explored: the early 20th century
revolved around understanding through Freudian psychoanalysis while the later 1900s sought
to examine imbalances in brain chemistry [97]. In contemporary research, a more data-
driven approach has arisen based on genomics—precisely, genome-wide association studies
(GWAS)—which focuses on uncovering intrinsic patterns and correlations within the genome
sequences of individuals in relation to medical conditions [98]. Hidden in the three billion
base pairs of the human genome are a treasure trove of information, but which only recent
advances in computational power and machine intelligence have the promise to unlock. A
multidisciplinary approach which exploits both medical domain expertise and the pattern
analysis capabilities of machine learning models is likely to be the most successful strategy
for improving our understanding of schizophrenia from a genetics perspective. We seek to do
exactly that in this case study, utilizing substantial genome data, genetics domain knowledge
in the form of computation of polygenic risk scores, and the exceptional insight of vector-
valued networks to build a model for diagnosis of schizophrenia. It is our hope that this
work will help move the needle forward and ultimately improve outcomes for those affected
by the disorder.
6.1.1 Methods
Our approach to this study follows in the footsteps of Chen et al. [98] in order to leverage
the extensive medical expertise required to conduct this research and also to have results to
serve as a baseline. The most significant aspect of the preprocessing pipeline employed by
the aforementioned researchers is the extraction of pertinent information from raw genetic
data which would otherwise be unwieldy to use directly in a predictive model. The details
of this procedure are described herein.
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Data Sources
Three data sources are incorporated in this study, procured from three influential studies
on schizophrenia and mental disorders: Molecular Genetics of Schizophrenia (MGS) [99],
Swedish Schizophrenia Case Control Study (SWE) [100], and Clinical Antipsychotic Trials
for Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE) [101]. The MGS and SWE data were merged into a
single entity (denoted as MGS+SWE) while the CATIE data was held out from training to
serve as an independent test set. The fundamental characteristics of each dataset are shown
in Table 6.1, including the counts of affected and control subjects per study. Fortunately,
the affected and control classes are roughly equal in size for the MGS+SWE training data
at a ratio of about 46/54, so we do not have to worry about complications stemming from
class imbalance—a rarity for medical data involving uncommon disorders. The raw data is
presented in PLINK [102] format, the de facto standard for genome-wide association studies,
consisting of hundreds of thousands of genetic markers. Attempting to glean information
from the raw data alone is an ill-advised approach. Rather, it would be more effective to
apply domain knowledge to perform feature extraction.
Table 6.1: Dataset characteristics for diagnosis of schizophrenia
Dataset Total Subjects Affected Control
MGS 5334 2681 2653
SWE 6731 2895 3836
CATIE 1492 741 751
MGS+SWE 12065 5576 6489
Preprocessing and Feature Selection
Perhaps the most useful type of feature that can be extracted from genotype data are poly-
genic risk scores (PRS). These scores are estimates of an individual’s predisposition to a cer-
tain trait based upon multiple genetic markers (generally single nucleotide polymorphisms,






where βi is the effect size as a weight for the ith variant Xi among m markers [103]. Use
of polygenic scores for measuring risk for disease in humans was first proposed in [104] and
applied to schizophrenia in [105]. The practice is now widely accepted, and computation of
variant effect sizes and the scores themselves are performed with the PLINK and PRSice [106]
pipeline.
We now turn our attention to the construction of a feature vector for input into a deep
neural network. Clearly, risk scores for schizophrenia are a vital feature, but it would also be
advantageous to include PRSs for traits comorbid or correlated with schizophrenia such as
bipolar disorder and major depressive disorder. In [98], 28 such traits were identified. There
are two ways of incorporating these associated traits into the analysis: 1) the polygenic scores
for each trait can be computed independently as customarily done, or 2) the scores can be
computed from the subset of markers associated with both schizophrenia and the correlated
trait using the effect sizes of the trait. Scores for these traits are denoted as single-trait
(sPRS) under the first approach and two-trait (tPRS) under the second.
Furthermore, there is the question of which markers to include when calculating polygenic
scores. Conventionally, this is done via p-value thresholding, where a cutoff for statistical
significance in the relationship between a marker and the trait is utilized. For the sPRS
feature vector, scores at four different p-value thresholds were computed, with pthresh ∈
{1× 10−2, 1× 10−3, 1× 10−4, 1× 10−5}. This was done for schizophrenia and the 28 selected
traits, resulting in 116 features. For the tPRS feature vector, scores were evaluated using
markers with p ≤ .05 for both schizophrenia and the correlated trait. This was done for a
subset of 25 traits. The PRS for schizophrenia calculated at p < 1× 10−3 was also included,
for a total of 26 features.
Lastly, one more preprocessing step was employed in the form of feature selection via
LASSO regularization. LASSO was applied to produce subset variants of the feature sets
for both the single-trait and two-trait vectors, resulting in 19 and 13 features, respectively.
All in all, this results in four variations of inputs which we denote as sPRS-ALL, sPRS-L,
tPRS-ALL, and tPRS-L. We present a detailed enumeration of included features for each of
the variants in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2: Features included in each feature vector variant. A checkmark (X) denotes that
all scores for that trait (computed as described above) were included. One or more comma-
delimited values e denotes that only the scores computed at p ≤ 1× 10−e were included
Trait sPRS-ALL sPRS-L tPRS-ALL tPRS-L
Schizophrenia X 2,3 X X
Anorexia X X X
Autism spectrum disorder X 4 X
Bipolar disorder X 2,4 X X
Bipolar disorder II X 2 X X
Body mass index X 3 X X
Cannabis dependence X X X
Cigarette smoked per day X X
Coronary artery disease X 2 X
Crohn’s disease X 2 X
Depressive symptoms X 4 X
Early vs late person X 5 X X
Ever smokers X 3 X
Finished college education X
Former smokers X X
Household income X X
Inflammatory bowel disease X X
Internalization X X
Major depressive disorder X 2,3 X
NEO openness X X X
Neuroticism X 5 X
Single income household X 2 X X
Smoking age onset X X
Subjective well being X 5 X X
Triglyceride X
Ulcerative colitis X 2
Verbal & numeric reasoning X X X
Working memory X X X
Years of schooling X 4 X X
Number of features 116 19 26 13
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Models and Experimental Settings
From these feature vector variations, four collections of datasets were constructed and utilized
in turn to train and evaluate VectorNet models. To serve as a baseline for our experiments,
we reproduced the hyperparameters proposed in [98] for two multilayer perceptrons with
eight hidden layers—one for the single-trait PRS variants and one for the two-trait variants.
For sPRS-ALL and sPRS-L, the model’s hidden layers contained the following neuronal
counts: 1024, 1024, 1024, 1024, 256, 256, 64, and 4. For tPRS-ALL and tPRS-L, the hidden
layers were arranged with 256, 256, 256, 256, 64, 64, 16 and 4 neurons. The ELU activation
function [31] was employed for each hidden layer, and as a binary classification task, the
sigmoid activation function was used for the output layer with binary cross-entropy loss
minimized. A dropout of 0.5 was applied after every hidden layer. All models were trained
using full batch gradient descent for 10000 epochs. Adam [34] was used to optimize the
weights with nonstandard parameters: a learning rate of 5 × 10−4, beta1 of .99, beta2 of
.999, and epsilon of 1× 10−9.
The objective of our study is to improve upon previously attained results by utilizing
vector-weighted networks, thereby advancing knowledge in genomics-based schizophrenia
detection and artificial intelligence for medical diagnosis as a whole. Therefore, we leverage a
number of canonical and cutting-edge strategies to boost the discriminative capabilities of our
VectorNet classifiers. We describe these modifications relative to the baselines used in [98].
One common preprocessing step not applied by the referenced study was standardization,
meaning the raw features were used as input. Standardization is an essential component of
the neural network pipeline, and as such, we performed feature (column) standardization for
all datasets. Standardization has a uniquely purposeful effect on this data. Done this way,
polygenic risk scores were transformed into relative risk scores with respect to the distribution
of scores for a trait over the dataset. We also used mini-batch gradient descent with a batch
size of 256, which is advantageous to full batch descent in its ability to escape local minima
and saddle points. We replaced the ELU activation with the newer Swish [32]. We also
applied batch normalization [107] to accelerate training and attenuate overfitting, enabling
us to increase the learning rate for Adam tenfold to 5×10−3. With these alterations, we were
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able to vastly decrease the size of the underlying network architecture. For all four datasets,
we used a compact deep neural network with four hidden layers of 16, 8, 4, and 2 nodes—
an astronomical reduction in trainable parameters. The smallest baseline model (trained
on the 13-input tPRS-L dataset) had 222K parameters, while our largest base architecture
(trained on the 116-input sPRS-ALL dataset) had a mere two thousand. We were also
able to greatly decrease the number of training epochs a hundredfold to one hundred. The
remaining network hyperparameters were inherited from the baseline configuration.
Our vector-weighted models were built on top of this base architecture. We used our novel
evolutionary algorithm to identify high-performing VectorNet configurations. A population
of 20 candidate configurations was initialized and iterated for 10 generations. The complete
set of parameters for the genetic algorithm as employed for this objective can be found
in Table 6.3. We also opted to use a custom fitness function in order to emphasize the
importance of metrics beyond merely accuracy. This is particularly important for diagnosis
of rare illness when accuracy can be a poor measure of discriminative capability (i.e., because
of the prior, a model is likely to achieve high accuracy by simply reporting negative for any
input). Namely, we evaluated a candidate’s fitness F based upon the peak per-epoch mean
of the validation accuracy, AUC, and F1 score. Upon conclusion of the algorithm, the
configuration with the highest fitness was used to train the final model on the consolidated
train and validation sets (as done in the principal experiments on the algorithm in Section
5.4.2) for equitable comparison with the baselines trained on the same subsets.
We made an additional few slight adjustments to the experimental settings. The first
concerns data splits. In the referenced study, the combined MGS+SWE datasets were used
for training and validation with a 90/10 split while the CATIE datasets were used as test sets.
However, from the large disparities reported between the validation and test accuracies, it is
apparent that there are significant fundamental differences in the nature of the underlying
data between the MGS+SWE and CATIE datasets. As such, the latter is not an ideal test
set when training on the former. To address this, we further divided the training sets into
training and validation sets at a 80/20 ratio and converted the original validation sets into
additional test sets. Since these test sets were used as validation sets in [98], a comparison of
accuracies would likely favor the original study. Nevertheless, the results we obtain are useful
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Table 6.3: Experimental parameters for the algorithm used to evolve VectorNet configura-





epoch schedule [.3, .3, .4, .4, .5, .5, .75, .75, 1, 1]
training subset schedule [.3, .3, .4, .4, .5, .5, .75, .75, 1, 1]
expansion probability .6
aggregation probability .4
expansion function set {Eid, Enid, Ef}
aggregation function set {Amean,Al2 ,Amax,Amed}
minimum vector height 2
maximum vector height 6
rectify by expansion removal probability .5
rectify by aggregation removal probability .5
on their own to gauge the diagnostic capabilities of these models. The second adjustment we
performed involves performance evaluation. On account of the fitness function devised for
the genetic algorithm, the results for the epoch with the highest fitness score are reported
for each test set for each model.
We employed our VectorNet implementation built on PyTorch in conjunction with our
realization of the evolutionary algorithm and ran our experiments on 48GB NVIDIA Quadro
RTX 8000 GPUs. The results are reported in the next section.
6.1.2 Results
Our evolutionary algorithm identified high-performing configurations for each of the four
dataset variants as shown in Figure 6.1, after which full training of models with the selected
configurations were performed.
Table 6.4 contains the results on both the MGS+SWE and CATIE test sets. We present
the results from the original study [98] (for which only accuracy and AUC were reported), our






























Figure 6.1: VectorNet configurations selected by our evolutionary algorithm for diagnosis of
schizophrenia
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configurations. Values in bold identify the higher achieved fitness between the baseline and
VectorNet, while values marked by an asterisk indicate new state-of-the-art results for a
metric on a dataset.
Table 6.4: Results on the diagnosis of schizophrenia test sets
MGS+SWE
Chen et al. Baseline VectorNet
Acc AUC Acc AUC F1 F Acc AUC F1 F
sPRS-ALL 0.813 0.889 0.828 0.897 0.814 0.846 0.823 0.898 0.811 0.844
sPRS-L 0.821 0.905 0.834* 0.903 0.829* 0.855* 0.833 0.903 0.829 0.855
tPRS-ALL 0.689 0.743 0.660 0.688 0.605 0.651 0.663 0.689 0.609 0.654
tPRS-L 0.638 0.678 0.644 0.682 0.595 0.640 0.623 0.676 0.635 0.645
CATIE
Chen et al. Baseline VectorNet
Acc AUC Acc AUC F1 F Acc AUC F1 F
sPRS-ALL 0.697 0.721 0.721* 0.743 0.722* 0.728 0.72 0.759 0.721 0.734*
sPRS-L 0.712 0.747 0.717 0.752 0.695 0.722 0.717 0.764* 0.69 0.723
tPRS-ALL 0.612 0.650 0.612 0.667 0.611 0.630 0.624 0.666 0.621 0.637
tPRS-L 0.615 0.662 0.617 0.666 0.612 0.632 0.619 0.660 0.681 0.653
As can be observed, many novel state-of-the-art results have been produced as a result
of this study. Our baseline achieved a new state of the art on MGS+SWE on the accuracy,
F1, and overall fitness metrics. An 83.4% accuracy was attained on sPRS-L, a noteworthy
increase from the previously reported 82.1%. Similarly, a new state of the art is reached on
CATIE on all four metrics; the highest fitness score of .734 was set by VectorNet on SPRS-
ALL, and the AUC of .764 attained by VectorNet on sPRS-L is considerably higher than the
AUC of .747 set by the source study. Let us speak now for a moment on the difference in
performance between architectures. As expected, the baseline performed roughly similarly
to the original study. Values reported by our baseline tended to be higher on average; this is
likely due to the difference in performance evaluation, with other variation attributable to the
stochastic nature of training or other undisclosed hyperparameter settings. One exception
was for the tPRS-ALL data tested on MGS-SWE, for which [98] reported considerably higher
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accuracy and AUC than we were able to produce with either the baseline or VectorNet—
even while results for the data variant on CATIE were remarkably consistent. Between our
baseline and VectorNet, we see that VectorNet performed favorably overall, achieving the
higher fitness in 6 of 8 contests and posting the higher fitness in all four CATIE variants.
The baseline outdid VectorNet by a razor-thin margin to claim the highest overall fitness
on MGS+SWE, but it is important to reiterate that the baseline hyperparameters were
tuned using this data as a validation set, whereas we only deployed it at test time. All
things considered, the margin is not particularly pronounced—the original study tuned their
hyperparameters very well—but at the same time we also note the massive reduction in
parameters for our VectorNet architecture. The resultant acceleration in prediction time is
not crucial as diagnosis is not a real-time application, but the capacity to achieve similar-
to-greater performance with a significantly more compact DNN speaks to the capability of
VectorNet.
These results further reinforce the idea that deep neural networks, and in particular
VectorNet and cutting-edge techniques, can be invaluable to the cause of schizophrenia
diagnosis and medical diagnosis overall. But at the same time, they indicate that machine
learning on available genomics data alone is insufficient to achieve the predictive performance
required of such a critical task. We echo the sentiments expressed in the original study, that
integration of behavioral and clinical data would be necessary to elevate the performance of
models to a level commensurate with the importance of this application.
6.2 Static Malware Detection
Cybersecurity is a crucial discipline in computer science with significant global impact. Mal-
ware and other forms of cybercrime are not only everyday nuisances to the average person,
but are also deleterious to organizations and governments. According to a survey by Accen-
ture and the Ponemon Institute [108], companies saw an average of 145 breaches resulting in
an estimated average loss of 13 million dollars in 2018. Malware continues to be the costliest
of all attack vectors, with an 11% year-over-year increase in damages from 2017 to 2018 to
the tune of $2.6 million. It goes without saying that mitigation of the harmful impacts of
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malware is a priority to organizations and researchers. Among security technologies queried,
artificial intelligence and machine learning were reported to produce the second greatest net
savings to organizations—second only to security intelligence and threat sharing—and yet
only 38% of organizations surveyed had integrated machine learning into their security in-
frastructure. There is much to be gained by greater adoption of AI in malware and security
solutions, and likewise much to gain by research focused in this area.
Detection of malware can be broadly divided into two categories: static and dynamic.
In static analysis, detection is performed without actual execution of the program by exam-
ination of features extracted from the file such as op-code sequences [109] and control flow
graphs [110]. Alternatively, dynamic analysis necessitates execution of the file, typically in a
virtual environment, during which actions such as system calls, memory writes, and registry
modifications can be extracted and examined [111]. Machine learning can be applied to both
classes of malware detection, and a notable amount of research has been done at the inter-
section thereof. Souri and Hosseini [112] conduct a survey on such work, finding that static
analysis comprises just 20% of recent research, compared to 51% for dynamic analysis and
29% for hybrid approaches. They also compiled the varieties of machine learning classifiers
employed, discovering that the majority of recent work utilized either decision trees and ran-
dom forests (36%) or support vector machines (29%), while only 9% used models belonging
to the neural network family. With that said, we contribute to a relatively underexplored
angle of approach by proposing the application of vector-weighted deep neural networks to
static malware detection.
6.2.1 Methods
In this subsection, we discuss the details of our input data as well as the experimental settings
that define our VectorNet model and its training.
Data, Feature Engineering, and Preprocessing
EMBER [113] is a recently released benchmark dataset which challenges algorithms to dis-
criminate between benign and malicious Windows portable executables (PE) using features
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extracted from those files. A couple of variations of the data exist; we used feature version
two of the 2017 dataset. The two variants differ primarily in the addition of 30 features to
the feature vector (described below), but the effect on performance is minimal such that we
find it appropriate to compare model performances irrespective of version.
In total, there are 1.1 million data instances partitioned into training and testing sets of
900K and 200K, respectively. The test set contains 100K each of benign and malicious sam-
ples while the training set is partially labelled, with 300K benign instances, 300K malicious,
and 300K unlabeled. The authors also introduced a trained LightGBM [114] gradient boost-
ing decision tree to serve as a baseline model, obtaining an AUC of 0.99911. Recent work
on EMBER with deep neural networks have fallen short of this mark; the best-performing
result is DeepMalNet from Vinayakumar et al. [115,116], posting an AUC of 0.9983 utilizing
a network with 10 hidden layers, regularization techniques including batch normalization
and dropout, and nearly 74 million trainable parameters.
We briefly describe the format of the raw data and the extraction and selection process
by which the features for the processed dataset were obtained below.
Portable Executable File Format The PE file format is the primary format for exe-
cutable code in Windows, most commonly under the file extensions .exe and .dll. Refer to
Figure 6.2 [117] for an illustration of the fields in a portable executable. At the highest level,
a PE consists of a header and a number of sections. The header contains several component
sub-headers [118]:
1. The vestigial MS-DOS header serves only to alert a user attempting to run the
executable in DOS mode, from a bygone era when that was a concern.
2. The IMAGE NT HEADERS header, comprising the COFF and optional headers
in Figure 6.2, contains key specifics about the file such as the characteristics field (i.e.,
.exe or .dll) and various relative virtual addresses (RVAs) within the PE.
3. The section table is an array of section headers which describe information associated
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Figure 6.2: 32-bit portable executable file format
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The sections themselves are named segments corresponding to either executable code (com-
monly named .text) or data (.data, or .rdata for read-only values) [118]. Extracting features
by parsing and summarizing the contents within this structured file forms the basis of the
EMBER dataset and our approach to static malware detection.
Feature Engineering and Extraction Here, we describe the handcrafted features se-
lected for inclusion in EMBER as outlined in [113]. EMBER is presented in .jsonl format,
with each line containing a .json encapsulating features derived from each of the 1.1 million
source portable executables. Also included within each .json is the SHA-256 hash of the
original PE, the month in which it first appeared, and the label l, where:
l =

−1 if the PE is unlabeled
0 if the PE is benign
1 if the PE is malicious
.
The feature set can be conceptually categorized into two subsets: (1) parsed features which
are extracted directly from the file contents according to its structure, and (2) format-
agnostic features consisting of raw byte data from the file when interpreted as a generic
binary. The parsed features include:
• General file information. This consists of basic information garnered from the
header including virtual file size, number of imported and exported functions, number
of symbols, and the presence or absence of a debug section, thread local storage,
resources, relocations, and signature.
• Header information. These features, extracted from IMAGE NT HEADERS, in-
clude the timestamp, target machine, image characteristics, target subsystem, DLL
characteristics, magic number, major and minor image, linker, operating system, and
subsystem versions, and the sizes of the code, header, and heap commit.
• Data directories. The size and virtual address of the first 15 data directories (con-
stituent of the IMAGE NT HEADERS header) are included. Inclusion of these 30
features is exclusive to the second feature version for EMBER.
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• Imported functions. Imported functions are obtained by parsing the import address
table and are grouped by their respective libraries.
• Exported functions. Likewise, exported functions are assembled from the export
address table.
• Section information. For each section in the PE, the name, size, entropy, virtual
size, and a list of strings corresponding to section characteristics are included.
The format-agnostic features consist of:
• A Byte histogram. The counts for each of the 256 possible byte values contained
within the portable executable are documented.
• A Byte entropy histogram. The byte-entropy histogram is computed according
to [119], but with a window size of 2048 bytes and a stride of 1024 bytes.
• String information. The number of occurrences of all strings of length five or greater
are enclosed as well as the average length, character occurrence histogram, and charac-
ter entropy histogram for those strings. In addition, strings corresponding to file paths
(i.e., beginning with C:\\), urls (http:// or https://), or registry keys (HKEY ) and
instances of the string “MZ” (potentially indicating an executable dropper) are also
counted and reported.
The features contained within a .json can be flattened to obtain a vector for input into a
deep neural network, but a handful of adjustments must be made. A number of the values
described above are strings and/or variable-length arrays and cannot be incorporated as
is into a fixed-length, numeric feature vector. To remedy this, the hashing trick [120] is
used to generate fixed-length encodings for these instances. One additional preprocessing
step is the conversion of the four frequency histograms to relative frequency histograms
via normalization. On the whole, the consequent feature vector contains 2,381 values—and
with 1.1 million data instances, this is by far the largest dataset on which vector-weighted
networks are applied within this dissertation.
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Feature Selection and Normalization The set of features engineered and extracted
for EMBER constitute a comprehensive summary of a portable executable file. Some such
features were handcrafted specifically for their potential to distinguish malware from benign
files and are likely to be invaluable to the feature vector. However, it is also possible that
many of the included features have weak or negligible relevance to a model and would
negatively impact performance. We performed feature selection to identify and remove
unimportant features with the twofold intention of accelerating model training and improving
model performance. Our approach was to train a random forest classifier [121] on the training
set and use the intrinsic Gini importance measure to evaluate feature importance. The Gini









where T is the set of classification trees, t is an individual tree, n is a node within a tree,
nX is the feature for which n is split on, p(n) is the proportion of training samples visiting
n, and ∆g(n) is the decrease in Gini impurity attributed to n. ∆g(n) is defined as:















with pm and pb corresponding to proportion of malicious and benign samples, respectively.
When building a tree, the algorithm identifies a split on a feature which results in the
greatest decrease in Gini impurity. Features for which splits result in greater decreases in g
are considered more important, and this can be quantified by averaging ∆g(n) for all nodes
which split on Xi, weighted by the proportion of samples reaching the node, across all trees






We trained a hundred-tree random forest and retained all features Xi where gi
′(Xi) >
1× 10−5. This resulted in 1834 selected features, an approximate 23% reduction.
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As a final preprocessing step, we performed feature normalization to zero mean and unit
variance based upon the distribution of the selected training features.
Model and Experimental Settings
Our approach to constructing a model was similar to that of our case study on diagnosis
of schizophrenia; that is to say, we applied cutting-edge techniques and best practices in
the training of deep neural networks in conjunction with the entirety of our contributions
involving vector-weighted networks. As per usual, our model was built with our implementa-
tions of vector-weighted deep neural networks and our evolutionary algorithm for identifying
configurations thereof, and run on 48GB NVIDIA Quadro RTX 8000 GPUs. Our base ar-
chitecture was a multilayer perceptron with four hidden layers of 256, 64, 16, and 4 nodes.
This architecture has about 488K trainable parameters, a reduction of over 99% relative to
the best-performing DNN from [115, 116]. We once again employed the Swish activation
function for hidden layers and used softmax with binary cross-entropy as our final activation
and loss function. Batch normalization was applied pre-activation and dropout with p = 0.5
post-activation to all hidden layers. We trained our final network in batches of 512 instances
for 200 epochs, and Adam optimization was performed with beta1= .95, beta2= .999, and
epsilon= 1 × 10−8. For the learning rate, we also chose to apply a one-cycle schedule as
proposed by Smith and Topin [38] in order to accelerate training through super-convergence.
With this schedule, the learning rate began at 4 × 10−4, gradually increased to the maxi-
mum of .01 by mid-training, and eventually declined to 4× 10−8 by the final batch, all at a
batch-level granularity.
Recall that among the 900K training instances in the EMBER dataset, only 600K are
labeled. A two-phase training process was considered where training would first be done on
the labeled data and used to classify the unlabeled data, after which training could be done
on all training instances. The assumption was that based on previous results, the introduced
labels would be accurate enough such that the benefits brought about from training on 300K
additional samples would outweigh any detriment caused by mislabeled instances. However,
light experimentation quickly established that the unlabeled data labeled in this manner had
essentially no predictive power, yielding coin-toss accuracy on the test set when used alone
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Table 6.5: Experimental parameters for the algorithm used to evolve VectorNet configura-





epoch schedule [.1, .1, .1, .2, .2, .2, .3, .3, .5, .5]
training subset schedule [.3, .3, .3, .5, .5, .5, 1, 1, 1, 1]
expansion probability .6
aggregation probability .4
expansion function set {Eid, Enid, Ef}
aggregation function set {Amean,Al2 ,Amax,Amed}
minimum vector height 2
maximum vector height 6
rectify by expansion removal probability .5
rectify by aggregation removal probability .5
to train a classifier and hampering performance when used jointly with the labeled training
data. Thus, we decided to omit the unlabeled data from our procedure entirely.
We used our genetic algorithm to determine a high-performing VectorNet configuration
for use in our final training. Pursuant to the approach outlined in Chapter 5, during the
configuration search, a validation set of 20% of the training data was set aside to evaluate
candidates, while the whole training set was used during the final model training. The
parameters used for this iteration of our algorithm are depicted in Figure 6.5. Of the settings,
the most notable are the epoch and subset schedules. We observed that training trajectories
were remarkably consistent—likely owing to the substantial amount of training data—and
therefore fewer epochs were sufficient to gauge configuration performance. Retained from
our study on schizophrenia diagnosis was the unique fitness function computed as the peak
per-epoch mean of accuracy, AUC, and F1 score. Different studies on EMBER optimized for
and reported different metrics; for instance, for the baseline LightGBM, the authors reported
only the AUC and two other metrics derived from it, specifically the true positive rate at
false positive rates of .1% and 1%. To enhance our analysis, we (1) evaluated on all metrics
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used in previous studies and (2) computed unreported metrics for previous studies where
possible (i.e., when the trained model is available).
6.2.2 Results
The evolutionary algorithm identified the configuration depicted in Figure 6.3 on which to











Figure 6.3: VectorNet configuration selected by our evolutionary algorithm for EMBER
Table 6.6 displays the performance of the final VectorNet model with respect to six met-
rics: the fitness function F maximized by the evolutionary algorithm, its three constituent
metrics in accuracy, AUC, and F1 score, as well as the true positive rate with false positives
limited to .1% and 1%. These measures are compared against reported results in the litera-
ture in addition to measures for competing models computed by ourselves, designated with
the dagger symbol (†). Note that LightGBM1 and LightGBM2 correspond to the results on
the published EMBER baseline for the two feature versions described previously. Results in
bold are the highest for each individual metric and are the state of the art to the best of our
knowledge.
We are elated to find that VectorNet has unequivocally achieved state-of-the-art perfor-
mance for a deep neural network on EMBER across all six metrics. It achieved this by an
appreciable margin, besting the runner-up network [115, 116] in each comparable score in-
cluding a 37% reduction in error, all despite possessing over 99% fewer trainable parameters.
VectorNet also surpassed the baseline gradient boosting trees on all evaluation metrics with
over 50% error reduction. When considering all classes of machine learning models, we can
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Table 6.6: Results on the EMBER malware detection test set compared to existing literature
Method
Metric TPR @ FPR = n
F Acc AUC F1 0.1% 1%
Decision Trees
LightGBM1 [113] 0.9904
† 0.9861† 0.99911 0.986† 0.9299 0.9820
LightGBM2 [113] 0.9902
† 0.9858† 0.99908† 0.9857† 0.9346† 0.9816†
LightGBM [122] — — 0.99968 — 0.9757 0.9939
Deep Neural Networks
MLP [115,116] 0.9921 0.989 0.9983 0.989 — —
MLP [123] — 0.9850 0.998 — — 0.981
CNN [124] — 0.95 — — — —
Residual CNN [125] — 0.9038 — — — —
VectorNet 0.9952 0.9931 0.99928 0.9931 0.9746 0.9924
claim state of the art on accuracy, F1 score, and F . This is a potentially specious declara-
tion because these metrics are unreported for the LightGBM in [122], which maintains the
state of the art in the remaining AUC-related measures. At the same time, it may not be
a far-fetched assertion, considering other LightGBM models attained comparatively lower
accuracies and F1 scores relative to AUC. We were not able to reproduce the model in [122]
to verify this speculation because the authors employed a feature selection procedure but
did not describe the procedure or the selected features.
For further analysis, we compare the ROC curves and confusion matrices between Vector-
Net and the baseline LightGBM1, which is the best-performing competing model for which
we were able to compute these analyses. Examine Figure 6.4, which depicts the ROC curves
with focus on the top left. The true positive rates at the thresholds on false positives reported
in Table 6.6 are also shown. The graphic demonstrates the magnitude by which our Vec-
torNet model outperforms the baseline gradient boosted tree, attaining significantly higher
recall even at lower false alarm rates. Recall that prior to this study, no deep neural network
had been able to obtain an AUC surpassing that of the original benchmark. The confusion
matrices in Figure 6.5 provide further evidence of our model’s effectiveness; VectorNet exhib-
ited around 40% fewer false negatives and nearly two-thirds fewer false positives. Altogether,
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the results for this study are highly encouraging and we hope will spark renewed interest in
the capabilities of sophisticated deep neural networks and machine learning strategies as an
integral component of cybersecurity solutions.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of ROC curves between VectorNet and the baseline LightBGM1 on

































Figure 6.5: Comparison of confusion matrices on the EMBER malware detection test set
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
In this dissertation, we introduced VectorNet, a framework for neural networks with vector-
valued weights. VectorNet is a new contribution to the study of alternative weight spaces
which in previous work has included complex, binary, and ternary values. Vector values have
the unique advantage of having well-defined but highly versatile transformations to and from
the real space, allowing vector-weighted layers to coexist with conventional real-valued lay-
ers. This flexibility can be viewed as a generalization of the fundamental underlying neural
network architecture, and also provides an integration of ensemble-like behavior under a sin-
gle model definition. Vectorization of layers can be conceptually visualized as adding height
to a network—expressible as tall learning—complementing width and depth as dimensions
on which to tune an architecture.
In our introduction, we recited a number of contributions which we asserted were nec-
essary to constitute a comprehensive examination of deep neural networks in the vector
space. At this time, we would like to revisit and recount our achievements in pursuit of
those objectives.
1. We develop the necessary mathematics for the forward and backward passes of a layer in
the vector weight space.
We carefully laid out and delineated the mathematics of vector propagation through a neural
network. In the process, we introduced the Hadadot operator to characterize a generalization
of matrix multiplication in a fully-connected layer to accommodate propagation of vectors.
We illustrated the elegance and simplicity by which both forward and backpropagation could
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be computed in a component-wise manner. Subsequently, by application of this theory and
knowledge, we extended the capabilities of our design to convolutional and directed-acyclic
graph neural networks, conceiving vector-space variants of each.
2. We propose a mechanism for transforming real values into vector values and vice versa—
which we term expansion and aggregation functions, respectively—that enable vector-weighted
layers to be inserted into a real-valued DNN.
We thoroughly developed the notion of expansion and aggregation functions throughout the
dissertation. We ran extensive experiments on selections thereof, quantifying their impact
on the performance of various models and analyzing their frequencies in models generated
as a result of systematic hyperparameter search over their possible values. We discovered
that certain expansion and aggregation functions tend to be more conducive to improved
performance, but also found that all functions have value.
3. We contrast VectorNet with the notion of the ensemble model, illustrating the increased
flexibility, generalization, and integration offered by VectorNet.
We discussed the relationship between VectorNet and ensemble models at length and demon-
strated the manner in which VectorNet leverages and extends upon the capabilities of ensem-
bles. In our experimental results, we uncovered trends and patterns which coincided with the
theory and our intuition on the behavior of ensembles, finding that many heads—analogous
to taller vectors—often performed better than fewer.
4. We implement vector-weighted networks over three existing architectures in multilayer
perceptrons, convolutional neural networks, and directed acyclic graph neural networks and
compare their performance against baselines over benchmark datasets.
In painstaking detail, we described our implementation of vector-valued networks on each
architectural family, the settings by which we built and trained models on a comprehensive
collection of benchmark datasets, and the experimental results as viewed from a number of
analytical perspectives. Our studies confirmed the representational power of vector values
and weights and also provided insight into the situational advantages and disadvantages of
different hyperparameter settings.
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5. We describe approaches to neural architecture search over the new hyperparameters by
systematic manipulation of vector height, expansion functions, and aggregation functions.
We formalized our hyperparameters consolidated them into the notion of flows. Flows,
corresponding to an uninterrupted segment of vectorization in a deep neural network, create
an astounding amount of potential variation in VectorNet configurations. We presented
a handful of theorems—and their curious proofs—which enable us to compute the size of
the configuration space as a function of the number of layers and the variants per flow.
Afterwards, we devised a novel evolutionary algorithm for scaling this search space and
finding configurations well-tailored to a particular application. We conducted elaborate
experiments on all benchmark datasets, first verifying that our algorithm can identify high-
quality solutions, and then employing it to obtain results superior to those attained earlier
from grid searches over basic configurations.
6. We apply our framework to consequential real-world datasets, including diagnosis of men-
tal illness and static malware detection.
VectorNet was applied to genomics data for diagnosis of schizophrenia, and in our experi-
ments we set new state of the art marks over various metrics. Then, we applied VectorNet to
the EMBER static malware detection benchmark, establishing state of the art performance
for a deep neural network. It is our hope that these contributions will lead to improved out-
comes for both detection of mental illness and malware, and encourage greater investment
and research into the capabilities of VectorNet and deep neural networks with respect to
these domains.
7. We make the extensive collection of modules and tools developed as part of this dissertation
available to the community for further exploration.
Throughout our studies, we presented and described the various implementations necessi-
tated by our developed theory and experiments. As a result, multiple essential modules were
developed which facilitate the construction of vector-weighted networks and searches for op-
timal configurations thereof. We have become enamored with the potential of VectorNet and
encourage further inquiry by the research community with the aid of these implementations.
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With that, we are deeply proud to say that our self-imposed directives have been fulfilled.
But this far from the end of the road insofar as research into VectorNet is concerned. We
are excited for future work that further develops and evaluates the extent to which vector-
weighted networks can improve the learning and generalization capacity of deep learning
models. Perhaps the most compelling in our eyes is the further systematic and theoretical
analysis of the correlation between VectorNet configurations—particularly arrangements of
flows, vector height, and expansion and aggregation functions—and their performance with
respect to learning objectives and underlying architectures. Among the most foundational
challenges in deep learning is understanding of the relationship between a learning task and
its optimal architecture. Neural architecture search techniques arose as a practical solution
to this challenge, but there are fundamental breakthroughs to be had from the theoreti-
cal front. All in the same manner, our work with VectorNet introduces new architectural
hyperparameters and new search strategies over those hyperparameters, and we uncovered
patterns through our experiments and analyses hinting toward such relationships. Discover-
ies that provide theoretical insight into the optimal selection of VectorNet hyperparameters
as a function of objective and underlying architecture are likely to be radically instrumental
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To conduct the experiments detailed in this dissertation, we developed a substantial amount
of source code as referenced throughout. In particular, we identify three Python modules of
interest to the community:
1. VectorNet.py contains variants of component classes in the PyTorch framework, en-
abling construction of vector-weighted multilayer perceptrons and convolutional neural
networks in PyTorch.
2. DAGNN.py implements our formulation of directed acyclic graph neural networks as well
as their vector-weighted counterparts.
3. EvoVec.py is the realization of our evolutionary algorithm for VectorNet hyperparam-
eters. It manages a population of VectorNet configurations and is designed to operate
jointly with any implementation of vector-weighted networks.
To facilitate further exploration of the capabilities of vector-weighted networks, the source
code for these modules, scripts that demonstrate their usage, and various auxiliary tools
have been made available at https://github.com/carterchiu/VectorNet.
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Appendix C
Comparison of DAG-NNs and
Multilayer Perceptrons
The precise definition of directed acyclic graph neural networks and the associated genetic
training algorithm contained within this dissertation were devised by the author. We put
forward the assertion that DAG-NNs, having flexibility and fluidity in their topology, lead
to improved capacity for learning. This appendix validates that statement by way of exper-
imental evaluation.
C.1 Datasets
To ensure the effectiveness of our evolutionary algorithm against the considerable diversity
in real world applications, we sought datasets that represented a selection of different ap-
plication spaces and learning objectives. We opted for the six machine learning datasets
described in Section 4.1.1: Pima Indians Diabetes, Air Quality, Frog Calls, Abalone, White
Wine Quality, and Heart Disease. All datasets were feature-standardized to mean 0 and
standard deviation 1.
C.2 Settings
For our directed acyclic graph neural networks, we utilized our novel implementation as
introduced in Section 4.4.3. We assembled traditional neural networks in Python utilizing
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Keras with a GPU-enabled TensorFlow backend for comparison. In our principal exper-
iments, we evaluated three specific configurations for each dataset with k hidden nodes,
k ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8, 10}:
1. DAG-NN with k hidden nodes
2. Fully-connected ANN with one k-node hidden layer
3. Fully-connected DNN with two k
2
-node hidden layers
The intention of this experimental design was to determine the performance of our framework
(configuration 1) against conventional architectures (configurations 2 and 3) at varying levels
of compactness while also examining the effect of node counts on each architecture. In
addition, we trained a larger deep neural network with two 10-node layers on each dataset
in order to assess the competitiveness of our approach with more massive architectures.
The experiments were run on 16GB NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPUs. For impartial evaluation,
it is desirable to set parameters in as equitable of a fashion as possible. The activation func-
tion used in hidden nodes for all models was the rectified linear unit (ReLU) [29]. Stochastic
gradient descent was used for the fully connected networks with a mini-batch size of 32;
no such equivalent parameters exist in our approach. Output activations and fitness/loss
depended upon the learning task and were determined based on the learning objective. For
binary classification tasks, the sigmoid activation and binary cross-entropy were used. For
multiclass classification, softmax and categorical cross-entropy were used. And for regression,
output nodes had no activation function and mean squared error was used. Furthermore,
the parameters specific to our algorithm as described in the previous section were set as
shown in Table C.1. A few values are worthy of note. The initial edge probability was set
to .5 for the highest structural diversity in the initial population. Weight initialization was
performed using the modified He et al. scheme described in Section 4.4.1. The inequality in
edge addition and removal probability predisposed the system to favor networks with more
edges, which light experimentation indicated yielded improved results.
For each model, we performed 5-fold cross-validation; that is, the dataset was partitioned
into five contiguous subsets, with each held out in turn as a validation set while the remaining
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initial edge probability .5
initial weight SD Modified He et al.
initial bias SD .5
weight mutate probability .2
weight mutate SD .05
bias mutate probability .2
bias mutate SD .05
edge addition probability .05
edge removal probability 0
data was used to train the model. Each fold was trained for 1000 generations/epochs and the
mean peak test accuracy for the folds was reported along with the standard error. Note that
for regression tasks, predicted values within .5 units from the actual value were considered
to be correct.




















































Figure C.1: Comparison of test accuracies over increasing hidden node counts between our
approach, a conventional ANN, and a conventional DNN (%)
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Table C.2: Accuracy (%) comparison between DAG-NNs and conventional neural networks
k = 2 Our Approach ANN (2) DNN (1/1)
Pima Indians Diabetes 81.39 ± 1.78 78.79 ± 1.80 65.12 ± 2.62
Air Quality 85.93 ± 0.46 86.02 ± 0.51 48.99 ± 13.81
Frog Calls 97.33 ± 0.17 92.69 ± 0.90 71.41 ± 6.70
Abalone 29.47 ± 2.05 28.12 ± 1.68 18.88 ± 1.33
White Wine Quality 57.25 ± 1.85 53.97 ± 1.49 47.36 ± 3.17
Heart Disease 89.21 ± 1.29 86.18 ± 2.26 71.84 ± 7.46
k = 4 Our Approach ANN (4) DNN (2/2)
Pima Indians Diabetes 81.26 ± 1.44 79.31 ± 1.81 79.70 ± 1.94
Air Quality 86.72 ± 0.33 86.34 ± 0.32 85.67 ± 0.42
Frog Calls 98.33 ± 0.15 96.73 ± 0.17 83.84 ± 5.83
Abalone 30.05 ± 2.86 29.17 ± 1.77 27.51 ± 2.99
White Wine Quality 57.07 ± 1.94 56.00 ± 1.36 49.71 ± 3.68
Heart Disease 89.89 ± 1.79 84.47 ± 2.34 84.82 ± 2.37
k = 6 Our Approach ANN (6) DNN (3/3)
Pima Indians Diabetes 81.39 ± 1.58 78.39 ± 1.60 77.35 ± 2.04
Air Quality 86.49 ± 0.25 86.74 ± 0.40 86.61 ± 0.33
Frog Calls 98.74 ± 0.16 97.93 ± 0.17 95.08 ± 0.39
Abalone 30.86 ± 2.88 29.14 ± 1.86 29.48 ± 1.68
White Wine Quality 58.13 ± 1.74 54.89 ± 1.28 55.77 ± 2.03
Heart Disease 89.54 ± 1.83 82.81 ± 1.76 81.49 ± 1.90
k = 8 Our Approach ANN (8) DNN (4/4)
Pima Indians Diabetes 82.69 ± 1.55 78.92 ± 2.49 79.04 ± 1.69
Air Quality 86.62 ± 0.31 87.26 ± 0.49 86.44 ± 0.46
Frog Calls 98.65 ± 0.07 98.33 ± 0.05 97.18 ± 0.19
Abalone 30.48 ± 2.81 29.51 ± 1.98 30.14 ± 2.02
White Wine Quality 57.64 ± 1.77 55.53 ± 1.22 55.86 ± 2.02
Heart Disease 89.88 ± 1.54 83.82 ± 2.33 84.48 ± 2.72
k = 10 Our Approach ANN (10) DNN (5/5)
Pima Indians Diabetes 81.91 ± 1.25 79.18 ± 2.00 78.53 ± 1.91
Air Quality 86.54 ± 0.35 87.30 ± 0.45 87.06 ± 0.25
Frog Calls 98.75 ± 0.15 98.68 ± 0.11 97.65 ± 0.23
Abalone 30.45 ± 2.83 29.63 ± 1.58 29.88 ± 2.10
White Wine Quality 57.90 ± 1.77 56.53 ± 1.85 55.79 ± 1.66
Heart Disease 90.21 ± 1.75 84.84 ± 1.88 83.82 ± 2.19
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C.3 Results
Table C.2 displays the experimental results in tabular form. The best-performing model
per row is denoted in bold. The numbers clearly indicate that the performance of our
approach exceeds that of counterpart fully-connected networks, attaining the highest test
accuracy in 26 of 30 contests. For five out of six datasets, the highest accuracy across
all node counts belonged to a DAG-NN configuration, with the Air Quality dataset being
the only exception. Figure C.1 illustrates the effect of the number of hidden nodes on
the resultant model accuracy. Remarkably, it can be observed that the DAG-NNs achieve
extraordinary performance with comparatively fewer nodes than the fully-connected nets.
For three datasets—Pima Indians Diabetes, White Wine Quality, and Heart Disease—our
approach achieves greater performance with two nodes than the conventional networks do
with ten. It is clear that DAG-NNs hold far greater representational capacity with compact
node counts.
C.3.1 Comparison with Larger Networks
Seeing that DAG-NNs vastly outperformed their counterpart networks, we found it worth-
while to compare our approach with a larger fully-connected network. The results of a deep
neural network with two hidden layers of 10 nodes each are depicted in Table C.3, with which
we stumble upon a curious result. The 20-node DNN achieved roughly equivalent perfor-
mance to its more compact counterparts. This suggests that for these datasets the limit in
representational capability for the basic fully connected architecture has been approached,
and no amount of additional width and depth would result in further improvements. Yet,
the DAG-NN attains favorable results to this larger network in 3 of 6 datasets while only
using two hidden nodes. From this result, we can posit that our framework is capable of
learning representations of the data that fully-connected architectures cannot, and in a way
that computational power cannot overcome.
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Table C.3: Accuracy (%) on the larger DNN
k = 20 DNN (10/10)
Pima Indians Diabetes 79.05 ± 1.95
Air Quality 87.90 ± 0.31
Frog Calls 98.49 ± 0.13
Abalone 29.68 ± 1.92
White Wine Quality 56.46 ± 1.79
Heart Disease 83.14 ± 2.54
C.3.2 Runtime Analysis
With computational efficiency being a core consideration for compact neural networks, a
comparative analysis of the runtimes of the competing approaches would be a fruitful en-
deavor. In Figure C.2, we present the average per-iteration runtime for each experimental
configuration. It can be seen that our framework exhibits the highest efficiency in the vast
majority of configurations, and often by a wide margin. The fully-connected networks ap-
pear to scale more efficiently with increasing node counts, but the results remind us that
DAG-NNs are able to do more with less hidden nodes. It is important to note that the
runtimes are highly dependent upon multiple factors; implementation, batch size for the
gradient-based networks, and population size for our approach are particularly significant
contributors. Nevertheless, our experiments highlight that increased accuracy can be at-
tained with faster iteration times using our framework.
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Figure C.2: Comparison of milliseconds per iteration over increasing hidden node counts
between our approach, a conventional ANN, and a conventional DNN
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